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Proper organization and dynamics of actin cytoskeleton are critical for cells’ 
functions and survival. Perinuclear actin contributes to the maintenance of 
nuclear shape and cellular mechanical homeostasis, and integrating cell 
nucleus into the actin cytoskeleton architecture. Actin dynamics is regulated 
by a number of different factors in concert. It is widely accepted that 
extracellular physical signals can exert effects on actin dynamics and 
organization. Inside the cell, the formin protein family constitutes an important 
group of actin regulators. However, how these external and internal regulators 
control actin dynamics in the perinuclear region has not been sufficiently 
studied. This thesis concentrates on understanding the regulation of 
perinuclear actin dynamics. To investigate this, bioimaging techniques 
supplemented by force manipulation and biochemical approaches were 
employed.  
Here, first I report that external mechanical force induced an immediate and 
transient perinuclear actin assembly. This actin reorganization was triggered 
by intracellular calcium burst induced by force application. Addition of 
calcium ionophore A23187 recapitulated the force induced perinuclear actin 
assembly. Blocking of either actin polymerization or depolymerization 
inhibited this response. At the same time, displacing nesprins from the nuclear 
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envelope did not abolish the calcium-dependent perinuclear actin assembly. 
The ER and nuclear membrane-associated actin polymerization factor, 
inverted formin-2 (INF2), was found to be required for the perinuclear actin 
assembly. The perinuclear actin rim structure co-localized with INF2 upon 
stimulation, and INF2 depletion resulted in attenuation of the rim formation. A 
mathematical model explaining the activation of INF2 by calcium-triggered 
actin depolymerization was presented and discussed in the thesis. Thus, I 
demonstrated a novel pathway comprising the increase of the intracellular 
calcium concentration and formin INF2 activation as a result of local 
mechanical stimulation. This pathway connects external mechanical stimuli 
with perinuclear actin polymerization that may play a role in protection of the 
nucleus as well as in activation of some nuclear functions. 
The second part of this thesis is devoted to formin mDia2. I showed that this 
formin localized to the cytoplasmic side of nuclear membrane. Further, 
quantitative measurement using fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) 
revealed reduced motility of mDia2 in close proximity to the nuclear envelope 
compared to that in the bulk of cytoplasm. This means that mDia2 is trapped 
in perinuclear region by interactions with some associated proteins. By 
super-resolution imaging, mDia2 co-localization with the transport receptor 
importin β and the nuclear pore complexes (NPC) was demonstrated. Importin 
β was shown to interact with mDia2 as detected by immunoprecipitation assay. 
Finally, silencing of importin β was shown to attenuate mDia2 localization at 
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the nuclear rim. These data suggest that mDia2 can be an additional factor 
participating in the assembly of perinuclear actin network. 
This thesis has provided new findings and hypotheses on the regulation of 
perinuclear actin. It shows that the dynamics of perinuclear actin can be 
controlled by external mechanical factors and the molecular regulators from 
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Chapter 1  Introduction 
1.1 The mechanosensitive actin cytoskeleton 
1.1.1 Cellular response to mechanical signals 
It is universally accepted that cells are able to sense a variety of biochemical 
signals and adapt to the microenvironment by signaling behaviors. In the 
recent years, more and more attention has been paid to another type of signals, 
the mechanical factors, such as force, matrix elasticity and geometry. These 
mechanical signals have been found to be critical for various biological 
processes including cell motility and differentiation (reviewed in (Jaalouk and 
Lammerding, 2009; Low et al., 2014; Murphy et al., 2014)). They also exert 
effects to a wide range of biological targets, expanding over molecular, 
cellular and tissue levels (Lim et al., 2010).  
1.1.1.1 Mechanotransduction 
The process in which mechanical stimuli are converted into biochemical 
activities is termed as mechanotransduction (Dupont et al., 2011; Ingber, 1997; 
Jaalouk and Lammerding, 2009). There have been many studies that shed light 
on the discovery of mechanotransduction and mechanical regulation. A 
significant breakthrough made by Engler et al. revealed that the lineage 
specification of stem cells could be determined by matrix elasticity, which first 
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pointed out the importance of mechanical cue in cell differentiation (Engler et 
al., 2006). Earlier studies showed that growth of focal adhesions occurred 
upon external force, which was dependent on formin-mediated actin 
polymerization (Riveline et al., 2001). The roles of force in activating 
biological molecules were also revealed for p130Cas and talin by either cell 
stretching or single molecular experiments (del Rio et al., 2009; Sawada et al., 
2006). More recently, studies employing geometric constraints showed that 
geometry of cells and tissues affected gene expression profile, stem cell 
differentiation and collective cell migration (Jain et al., 2013; Kilian et al., 
2010; Vedula et al., 2012).  
In fact, the mechanical signals given by microenvironment that lead to cell 
responses are transmitted via physical links of the cells. These links are mainly 
consisted of the cytoskeletal constituents and adhesion molecules (Ingber, 
1997). Actin, as one of the key components of cytoskeleton, plays a central 
role in the mechanotransduction process.  
1.1.1.2 Mechanosensing by actin cytoskeleton 
The actin cytoskeleton is subjected to mechanical cues (reviewed in (Galkin et 
al., 2012; Romet-Lemonne and Jegou, 2013)). In vitro studies have shown that 
~10 pN of tensile force can distort actin filament structure (Shimozawa and 
Ishiwata, 2009). Tension on the actin filaments also induces cofilin binding 
and its severing activity (Hayakawa et al., 2011). Curvature of actin filament 
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can affect the Arp2/3-mediated filament branching (Risca et al., 2012).  
At cellular level, cell geometry and substrate rigidity can determine the 
organization of actin architecture (Kilian et al., 2010; Prager-Khoutorsky et al., 
2011). Force application via cyclic stretch, microfluidics and beads trapped by 
optical or magnetic tweezers all have been shown to induce actin assembly 
and realignment (Choquet et al., 1997; Franke et al., 1984; Greiner et al., 2013; 
Iyer et al., 2012; Kaunas et al., 2005; Livne et al., 2014; Tzima et al., 2005; 
Yoshigi et al., 2005; Zaidel-Bar et al., 2005). Large physiological force, which 
results in wound healing process, induces dynamic actomyosin remodeling 
near the wound edge (Antunes et al., 2013; Soto et al., 2013). Through the 
mechanosensing of actin, a variety of signaling pathways can also be activated, 
including calcium, Src, integrin and etcetera (Chan et al., 2010; Chen et al., 
2000; Collins et al., 2012; Dupont et al., 2011; Glogauer et al., 1997; Iyer et al., 
2012; Wang et al., 2005a).  
Thus, actin plays a critical role in mechanotransduction. In the next session, 
background knowledge of actin, actin dynamics and its regulation will be 
introduced.  
1.1.2 Actin dynamics and its regulation 
Actin is one of the most abundant (~40-200 µM) and highly conserved 
proteins in eukaryotic cells (Elzinga et al., 1973; Ferron et al., 2007; Pollard 
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and Borisy, 2003). The actin monomer, globular actin (G-actin), is a 42 kDa 
ATP-binding protein that can self-assemble into filamentous actin (F-actin) 
(Campellone and Welch, 2010). The actin filaments contain fast growing 
barbed ends and less active pointed ends.  
1.1.2.1 Actin polymerization  
Actin polymerization favors ATP-bound actin monomer. The minimum 
G-actin concentration that can initiate actin assembly is called the critical 
concentration (Pak et al., 2008). Generally, polymerization of actin proceeds 
in three stages, nucleation, elongation and steady state (or treadmilling) 
(Cleveland, 1982; Lodish H, 2000). In the first phase, G-actin attempts to 
aggregate with each other into a short oligomer until a ‘nucleus’ is formed 
with three or four subunits (Fig. 1-1a). Then in the second stage, actin 
monomers are rapidly added to the oligomer and it soon elongates into a 
filament (Fig. 1-1b). Efficiency of these two steps can be facilitated by a group 
of actin nucleation and elongation factors, which will be introduced in the next 
part. As the filament growing, the elongation rate slows down due to the 
decreasing G-actin concentration. Finally, when G-actin concentration drops 
back to the critical concentration, actin filament stops growing, where it 
reaches the steady state. At this stage, G-actin is in dynamic equilibrium with 
F-actin. While the ATP-bound subunits keep favorably added to the barbed 
ends, ADP-bound subunits disassemble from the pointed ends upon ATP 
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hydrolysis (Fig. 1-1c). The polymerized actin network fulfills the cellular 
function as supporting skeletal structure. At the same time, the dynamic 
property in assembly and disassembly leads to actin’s fast response upon 
intracellular and extracellular stimuli. 
 
Figure 1-1. Actin polymerization and equilibrium.  
Schematic of actin filament assembly and equilibrium (adapted from 
(Häggström; Walter F., 2003)). ATP-bound actin monomers are favored for 
polymerization. Three steps can be distinguished: nucleation, elongation and 





1.1.2.2 Regulation of actin dynamics 
Actin dynamics is fundamental for many physiological functions such as cell 
migration, chemotaxis, cell division and spreading (Wear et al., 2000). 
Keeping a dynamic actin system is essential for a cell’s survival. Therefore, 
cells have developed a variety of coordinators and pathways that 
spatiotemporally regulate actin dynamics as a whole. Here, I briefly review the 
regulation of actin by actin assembly and disassembly factors, G-actin binding 
proteins, and calcium ions. 
1.1.2.2.1 Actin)assembly1promoting)factors!
One group of actin regulators facilitates actin assembly. This group of proteins 
mainly contains actin nucleation and elongation factors. Some actin 
crosslinking proteins such as α-actinin, filamin and fascin also serve for this 
function by bundling actin filaments (Matsudaira, 1994). Actin nucleation 
factors promote de novo actin polymerization. Many kinds of actin nucleators 
have been reported and studied so far, including Arp2/3 complex and its 
coordinators, formins, and newcomers Spire, Cobl, and Lmod (Chesarone and 
Goode, 2009). Actin elongation factors are mainly presented by formins and 
Ena/VASP (Chesarone and Goode, 2009). Among these nucleation and 
elongation factors, Arp2/3 complex and formins are the best characterized 
members. While formins are famous for their potent linear polymerizing 
activity (discussed in the next session), the Arp2/3 complex binds to existing 
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actin filaments and initiate Y-branches from the side. It caps the nascent 
filaments at the pointed ends, and the barbed ends are free for adding subunits 
(Campellone and Welch, 2010). The Arp2/3 complex can be activated by the 
WASP superfamily, which includes WASP and N-WASP, WASH, WAVE, 
WHAMM and JMY (Campellone and Welch, 2010). Thus, the WASP family 
also plays important role in regulating actin assembly. All these actin 
nucleators and coordinators have been found to control actin polymerization in 
specialized cellular modules. The schematic indicating their cellular functions 
and localizations is shown in Fig. 1-2A. 
1.1.2.2.2 Actin)disassembly1promoting)factors)
Another kind of actin regulators promotes actin disassembly. Actin 
depolymerizing/severing factors and some capping proteins can be classified 
into this group. Actin depolymerizing factor (ADF) or the cofilin protein 
family is one of the best known factors that sever and depolymerize actin 
filaments. Cofilin activity is controlled by its phosphorylation (via LIM kinase) 
and dephosphorylation (via Slingshot), which can be regulated by calcium 
fluctuation in the cell (Wang et al., 2005b) (Fig. 1-2B). The severing activity 
of cofilin is due to a conformational twist of actin filament that destabilizes the 
structure upon cofilin binding to its side (DesMarais et al., 2005; Mizuno, 
2013). Cofilin also has actin depolymerizing activity and can increase actin 
dissociation rate at the pointed ends up to ~25 folds (Carlier et al., 1997). 
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Other regulators that primarily induce F-actin depolymerization include 
gelsolin and gelsolin-related proteins such as villin (Ono, 2007). Some 
capping proteins, for example, CapZ, sitting on the barbed ends of actin 
filaments also leads to actin disassembly by inhibiting F-actin growth (Pollard 
et al., 2000; Xu et al., 1999). However, alternative models exist as well, which 
believe that cofilin and gelsolin can also facilitate actin polymerization (Ghosh 




Figure 1-2. Actin regulators: polymerizing and depolymerizing factors.  
(A) Involvements and functions of actin nucleation factors and coordinators in 
mammalian cells (Campellone and Welch, 2010). (B) Control of actin 
dynamics by cofilin phospho-regulation, adapted from (Mizuno, 2013). 
Cofilin is activated by slingshots via calcineurin when calcium concentration 





Actin monomer binding proteins contribute to maintaining the physiological 
F-/G-actin homeostasis. Thymosin-β4 and profilin are two main G-actin 
binding proteins in mammalian cells. They help to keep a large fraction 
(∼50%) of the cellular G-actin pool at a concentration that is hundreds of 
times higher than the critical concentration for barbed-end polymerization 
(∼0.1 µM) (Ferron et al., 2007; Pollard and Borisy, 2003). Thymosin-β4 and 
profilin compete with each other for binding to ATP-bound G-actin (Pollard et 
al., 2000). Thymosin-β4 acts as a sequestering protein that keeps G-actin from 
polymerization. Profilin, in spite of sequestering, can also shuttle G-actins 
from thymosin-β4 to the barbed ends of actin filaments (Pollard et al., 2000). 
Profilin binds to proline-rich sequences, which can be found in many actin 
binding proteins (Xue and Robinson, 2013). For example, formins, WASP and 
Ena/VASP contain proline-rich sequences that are proximal to their catalyzing 
domain FH2, WH2 or EVH2 (Chesarone et al., 2010; Krause et al., 2003; Xue 
and Robinson, 2013). Therefore, by providing actin monomers in close 
proximity, profilin can increase the efficiency of actin assembly by these 
factors. 
1.1.2.2.4 Calcium)regulation)of)actin)
Intracellular calcium regulates actin dynamics from many aspects. The most 
commonly known example is the actomyosin contraction upon calcium/ 
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calmodulin-dependent signaling in muscle cells (Kamm and Stull, 1989).  
Calcium is known to induce actin disassembly by modulating actin binding 
proteins. For example, the actin depolymerizing factor cofilin is one of the 
effector proteins regulated by calcium (Fig. 1-2B). Gelsolin is another 
calcium-regulated protein (Gremm and Wegner, 2000; Yin and Stossel, 1979). 
The binding affinity of gelsolin to F-actin increases proportionally with 
calcium concentration, leading to actin disassembly (Lee et al., 2013). In 
addition, the actin crosslinking protein, α-actinin, is inhibited from bundling 
actin filaments by calcium (Burridge and Feramisco, 1981). 
On the other hand, calcium-induced actin polymerization has been reported in 
podocytes. Angiotensin activated transient receptor potential canonical (TRPC) 
channels conducts calcium influx, which activates either RhoA or Rac1 
through synaptopodin, an actin-associated protein in podocytes (Mundel et al., 
1997). RhoA or Rac1 activation will further trigger stress fiber or lamellipodia 
formation, respectively (Greka and Mundel, 2012; Jiang et al., 2011). 
However, this calcium-regulated GTPase activation has not been identified in 
other mammalian cell types.  
Additionally, calcium fluctuation and actin dynamics often correlate with each 
other. For instance, calcium oscillation can induce F-actin fluctuation in the 
same pace at the plasma membrane (Wu et al., 2013). In wound healing assay, 
calcium wave and actin flow move in synchrony toward the wound edge 
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(Antunes et al., 2013; Soto et al., 2013). In spite of many cross-talks between 
calcium signaling and actin dynamics, there is a lack of direct evidence to 
prove how calcium regulates the actin cytoskeleton as a whole. 
1.1.2.3 Perturbation of actin dynamics in research experiments 
Actin-binding drugs have been widely used to interfere with actin dynamics in 
research experiments. Cytochalasin and latrunculin are two examples of drugs 
that inhibit actin polymerizing activity, whereas their working mechanisms are 
distinct. The cytochalasin binds to the barbed ends of actin filaments and 
block all association and dissociation at these fast growing ends (Cooper, 
1987). Latrunculin binds specifically to actin monomers at 1:1 ratio in order to 
sequester the G-actin pool (Spector et al., 1989). Both drugs disrupt actin 
organization and affect cell shape and motility. On the other hand, the 
stabilization of actin network can be achieved by treatment of another two 
types of drugs, jasplakinolide and phalloidin. Jasplakinolide enhances both 
actin nucleation and polymerization efficiency (Bubb et al., 2000). It has been 
shown that jasplakinolide compete with phalloidin for F-actin binding, 
suggesting they may employ similar binding mechanism (Bubb et al., 1994). 
Meanwhile, phalloidin is also commonly used for labeling of F-actin (Wulf et 
al., 1979). These drugs are useful tools for understanding actin organization 




The formin family proteins are important actin polymerizing factors. In the 
next part, knowledge related to formins will be introduced in detail. 
1.2 Formins as potent activators of actin 
polymerization 
The formin protein family has emerged as important regulators of actin 
assembly and cytoskeleton remodeling. They were first discovered in early 
1980s when the transcripts of murine limb deformity (ld) gene were found as 
essential components for the formation of both limbs and kidneys 
(Kleinebrecht et al., 1982; Woychik et al., 1985). These novel proteins were 
later named as ‘formins’ (Woychik et al., 1990). In 1994, Castrillon and 
Wasserman noted that the Drosophila gene diaphanous, whose product was 
required for cytokinesis, shared two regions of sequence similarity with the 
murine ld gene and yeast cytokinesis genes Bni1p and Cdc12p (Castrillon and 
Wasserman, 1994). These two conserved domains are termed formin 
homology 1 (FH1) and formin homology 2 (FH2), which later had been 
identified in a number of proteins from a wide range of species including fungi, 
animals and plants. The actin polymerization activity of formin was first 
reported in the yeast homolog, Bni1, in 1997 (Evangelista et al., 1997). 
Subsequently, formins as potent actin nucleators and their roles in a variety of 
actin involved cellular events were gradually uncovered. At least fifteen 
formin genes have been identified in mammalian, which can be approximately 
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classified into eight subfamilies according to their sequence homology and 
domain organization (reviewed in (Higgs and Peterson, 2005)). The 
phylogenetic analysis of the fifteen human formins is illustrated in Fig. 1-3A. 
1.2.1 Autoinhibition and activation of formins 
1.2.1.1 Domain organization 
Formins are large (120-220kDa), multidomain proteins, which share 
conserved actin polymerizing modules (FH1-FH2) along with diverse 
regulatory motifs (Fig. 1-3B). For example, the polypeptides of formins from 
the mDia subgroup can be divided into several regions. The tandem formin 
homology domains, FH1 and FH2, localized in the carboxyl terminus 
(C-terminus), build up the core and functional regions. While FH2 domain 
catalyzes actin polymerization, FH1 binds to profilin, who forms complex 
with G-actin and recruits substrate for the actin assembly by FH2 domain. 
C-terminal to FH2 domain includes the diaphanous autoregulatory domain 
(DAD). The amino terminus (N-terminus) is the regulatory region, which can 
be specified into GTPase binding domain (GBD), diaphanous inhibitory 
domain (DID), dimerization domain (DD) and coiled-coil (CC) domain 
(Chesarone et al., 2010; Nurnberg et al., 2011). Most other formin subgroups 
share similar domain organization as mDia formins. The exception has been 
identified in inverted formins (INF1 and INF2) and their homologs. With 
unique polypeptide C-terminal sequences, the FH domains of inverted formins 
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are located relatively at the N-terminus (Young et al., 2008) (Fig. 1-3B). 
1.2.1.2 Activation mechanism 
The activity of formins is regulated by the intramolecular autoinhibition 
mechanism. Taking mDia2 as an example (Fig. 1-3C), in the inactive state, the 
interaction between DID and DAD interferes with the FH2 actin 
polymerization activity. When the small GTPases such as Rho family proteins 
bind to the GBD next to DID, the autoinhibition is released and mDia2 is 
activated. Upon activation, the FH2 domains of formins form homodimers, 
which cap the barbed ends of actin filaments and drive actin polymerization 
(Lu et al., 2007; Xu et al., 2004).  
Although it is known that many formins, in particular Diaphanous-related 
formins (DRF, including mDia, DAAM, FMNL and FHOD subfamilies 
(Schonichen and Geyer, 2010)) can be directly activated by the Rho family 
small G proteins (Kuhn and Geyer, 2014), they are not the only regulators of 
formins. It has been found that the activity of mDia2 can be further enhanced 
via phosphorylation by Rho kinase at its DAD (Staus et al., 2011). Also, a 
recent work on INF2 has reported the capability of G-actin in INF2 activation 
(Ramabhadran et al., 2013). G-actin binds to the DAD of INF2 and competes 
with the auto-inhibitory interaction. These evidences suggest that formin 
activities can be controlled by other machinery together with the small 
GTPases. Next, the activation of formins by mechanical signals will be 
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discussed based on the latest literature. 
 
Figure 1-3. Formin classification, domain organization and activation.  
(A) The 15 human formins can be classified into 8 subfamilies according to 
their phylogenetic relationship. The degree of proximity obtained from 
comparison of FH2 domains (right) slightly differs from comparison of full 
length (left) formins. Schematic diagram adapted from (Schonichen and Geyer, 
2010). (B) Domain organization of 15 mammalian formins. FSI, formin–Spire 
interaction domain; PDZ, postsynaptic density protein; W, WASP homology 2 
domain. (C) Autoinhibition and activation by Rho GTPases binding of mDia2. 
Schematic diagram (B-C) adapted from (Campellone and Welch, 2010). 
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1.2.1.3 Formin activation by force 
Recent studies have discovered the importance of mechanical signals in 
formin regulation. The idea of formin mechanical activation was first 
proposed by Kozlov and Bershadsky (Bershadsky et al., 2006; Kozlov and 
Bershadsky, 2004). In their mathematical model, they predicted a force-driven 
actin polymerizing mechanism based on formins’ leaky capping properties. 
This model was proposed based on earlier experimental studies, which showed 
that the size of focal adhesion grew upon external force via mDia1-mediated 
actin assembly (Riveline et al., 2001). Lately, this hypothesis has been verified 
in vitro by single molecule studies. In one study, it is shown that by applying 
piconewton pulling force to individual actin filaments, mDia1 can increase the 
elongation rate of filaments up to two folds (Jegou et al., 2013). In another 
work, it is reported that small force results in faster actin polymerization 
mediated by Bni1p in the presence of profilin (Courtemanche et al., 2013). 
Besides these in vitro studies, work in live cells has also revealed formin 
activation phenomenon triggered by external force. In this study, a number of 
formins including mammalian mDia1, Xenopus Dia1, INF2 and FRL1 have 
been shown to be activated upon mechanical force application on the cell 
surface (Higashida et al., 2013). It has been further shown that force induces 
intracellular G-actin increase, which plays a pivotal role in formin activation. 
This indicates a similar G-actin-mediated formin activation mechanism as 
reported in INF2 (Ramabhadran et al., 2013). Taken together, these data 
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suggest formins might be a novel group of proteins with mechanosensitivity 
and could be regulated by force. 
1.2.2 Regulation of cytoskeleton by formins 
Formins remodel the actin and microtubule cytoskeletons from several 
perspectives. They play roles in actin nucleation, elongation, bundling and 
depolymerization/severing. Formins also bind to microtubule and regulate 
microtubule organization and stability (Chesarone et al., 2010).  
First of all, formins are important actin nucleation and elongation factors. 
They are involved in various specified structures requiring actin assembly (Fig. 
1-2A). Here, members of mDia subfamily are taken as examples. The mDia 
subclass formins are primarily involved in the formation of membrane 
protrusions such as filopodia, lamellipodia and invadopodia. These structures 
are important functional modules for cell sensing, migration and invasion 
(Ridley, 2011). mDia1 is localized to the leading edge of lamellipodia and 
filopodia tip (Goh et al., 2011; Ridley, 2011). As an effector of RhoA, mDia1 
is also known as an important player in the formation of stress fibers, focal 
adhesions as well as adhesion junctions (Bershadsky et al., 2006; Bershadsky 
et al., 2007; Hotulainen and Lappalainen, 2006; Riveline et al., 2001; 
Watanabe et al., 1999). mDia2 generate long actin filaments in filopodia 
(Block et al., 2008; Goh and Ahmed, 2012; Ridley, 2011; Yang et al., 2007), 
and it is also present at lamellipodia edge (Yang et al., 2007). As a key 
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regulator of cytokinesis, mDia2 is involved in the assembly of contractile actin 
ring (Watanabe et al., 2008; Watanabe et al., 2010). Moreover, all members of 
mDia subclass contribute to the invasion capacity of invadopodia in tumor 
cells (Lizarraga et al., 2009). 
Beyond actin nucleating and polymerizing activities, some formins have other 
functions to actin dynamics. mDia2 and formin-like protein 1 (FMNL1) have 
been found to be capable of bundling actin filaments, which depends on side 
binding of their FH2 domains to F-actin (Harris et al., 2006). In addition, 
FMNL1 can also sever actin filaments and create new barbed ends available 
for elongation (Harris et al., 2004). A similar function has been discovered in 
INF2, which has been found to depolymerize and sever F-actin triggered by 
phosphate release (Chhabra and Higgs, 2006). 
On the other hand, many formins bind and modify the microtubule 
cytoskeleton. At least six mammalian formins have been found to directly bind 
microtubule, namely mDia1, mDia2, FMN1, FMN2, INF1 and INF2 (Gaillard 
et al., 2011; Thurston et al., 2012; Young et al., 2008). Activation of either 
mDia1 or mDia2 results in stabilized microtubule (Bartolini et al., 2008; 
Palazzo et al., 2001). Both INF1 and INF2 induce microtubule bundling 
(Gaillard et al., 2011; Young et al., 2008). As an effector of Cdc42, a role of 
mDia3 has been found in microtubule attachment to kinetochores and spindle 
alignment during metaphase of mitosis (Bartolini and Gundersen, 2010; 
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Yasuda et al., 2004). Furthermore, in majority of the mammalian formins, the 
isolated FH1-FH2 domains are able to induce post-translational acetylation of 
microtubule (Thurston et al., 2012).  
In conclusion, the formin family proteins are key regulators as well as physical 
links between actin and microtubule cytoskeleton. Based on their robust 
capacity to coordinate cytoskeletal dynamics in various respects, their 
influence has extended beyond the cytoskeleton and covered many cellular 
functions.  
1.2.3 Cellular functions of mDia and INF2 
Formin mDia2 and INF2 are two main targets studied in this thesis work. Here, 
the cellular functions related to mDia subclass and INF2 will be briefly 
discussed. 
1.2.3.1 mDia 
Firstly, mDia formins are involved in transcriptional regulation. Serum 
response factor (SRF) is a transcription factor that affects expression of 
cytoskeletal and focal adhesion proteins (Olson and Nordheim, 2010). 
MRTF-A (also known as MAL or MKL1) is a G-actin binding protein and 
transcription coactivator of SRF (Miralles et al., 2003). In the cytoplasm, actin 
assembly catalyzed by formins induces release of MRTF-A from G-actin and 
nuclear transport of MRTF-A (Young and Copeland, 2010). Rho effectors 
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mDia1 and mDia2 are the best known candidates for this role (Alberts et al., 
2000; Copeland and Treisman, 2002; Tominaga et al., 2000). On the other 
hand, nuclear actin, which is delivered by importin 9 into the nucleus (Dopie 
et al., 2012), is known to negatively regulate MRTF-A activity inside the 
nucleus through the MRTF-A-actin interaction (Vartiainen et al., 2007). 
mDia2 can be actively transported into the nucleus (Miki et al., 2009). 
Presence of nuclear localization signal in mDia1 has also been reported 
(Copeland et al., 2007). Thus, mDia1 and mDia2 contribute to SRF activation 
not only in the cytoplasm, but also by polymerizing actin in the nucleus 
(Baarlink et al., 2013).  
Secondly, mDia formins are involved in intracellular trafficking and organelle 
organization. Earlier works suggest that both mDia1 and mDia2 can be 
recruited to endosomes by activated RhoB, which localizes to the cytoplasmic 
side of endosomal membranes (Fernandez-Borja et al., 2005; Wallar et al., 
2007). RhoB regulates endosome transport by promoting actin assembly on 
endosomal membranes through mDia1, and also controls vesicle trafficking 
via mDia2-modulated actin dynamics. A more recent study has showed that 
RhoA and mDia1 induce Golgi dispersion and enhance formation of 
Rab6-positive transport vesicles derived from Golgi (Zilberman et al., 2011). 
Meanwhile, the RhoA-mDia1 pathway is also known to confine mitochondrial 
motility (Minin et al., 2006).  
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Thirdly, mDia formins are required for cell cycle regulation, particularly in 
mitosis. Formin mDia3 is a link between kinetochores and the ends of 
microtubule in metaphase (Cheng et al., 2011; Mao, 2011; Yasuda et al., 
2004). During cytokinesis, mDia2 is a central player that induces actin 
scaffold for the contractile ring and stabilizes the position of the ring 
(Watanabe et al., 2008; Watanabe et al., 2010). This function of mDia2 is 
regulated by RhoA and a scaffold protein anillin (Piekny and Glotzer, 2008). 
mDia2 is then degraded via ubiquitin upon the completion of cytokinesis 
(Deward and Alberts, 2009).  
Lastly, mDia formins are associated to human diseases. mDia1, as well as 
FMNL1 and FMNL2, has been implicated to assist with cancer cell invasion 
or tumor progression (Alberts et al., 2010; Nurnberg et al., 2011). Conversely, 
mDia2 may play as a suppressor of cancers. Silencing of mDia2 (DIAPH3) 
induces amoeboid phenotype in transformed cells, evokes metastasis and 
enhances rates of oncosome formation (Di Vizio et al., 2009; Hager et al., 
2012). Increased chromosomal loss of DIAPH3 has been found in patients 
with metastatic tumors (Di Vizio et al., 2009). On the other hand, both 
mutation in mDia1 and overexpression of mDia2 have been reported to induce 
human deafness (Lynch et al., 1997; Schoen et al., 2013).  
1.2.3.2 INF2 
INF2 has two C-terminal splice variants: the CAAX variant (prenylated, 
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isoform 1), predominantly expressed in 3T3 fibroblasts, and the non-CAAX 
variant (non-prenylated, isoform 2) that is predominant in U2OS, HeLa, and 
Jurkat cells (Ramabhadran et al., 2011). These two variants have distinct 
cellular functions. INF2 isoform 1 associates tightly with ER due to its 
C-terminal prenylation (Chhabra et al., 2009). It is also responsible for 
mitochondrial fission by regulating actin dynamics at constriction sites 
between mitochondria and the ER membranes (Korobova et al., 2013). INF2 
isoform 2 loosely associates with the actin meshwork and contributes to the 
maintenance of Golgi architecture (Ramabhadran et al., 2011). Interestingly, 
effects of INF2 on the regulation of mitochondria and Golgi architecture lead 
to opposite direction to that of mDia1. Indeed, roles of INF2 opposing to 
Rho-mDia signaling have been found in other situations. For example, it 
counteracts the effects of mDia formins in the context of SFR response, and in 
control of lamellipodial dynamics in podocytes (Sun et al., 2013; Sun et al., 
2011). This suggests that cells may constitutively possess feedback regulation 
to antagonize excessive actin polymerization caused by over-activation of Rho 
and mDia formins.  
INF2 is involved in intracellular trafficking via the interaction with MAL 
proteins—integral membrane proteins that localize on Golgi and endosomal 
membranes (de Marco et al., 2002; Puertollano and Alonso, 1999). In 
hepatoma HepG2 cells, INF2 is activated by cdc42 and regulates MAL2 
dynamics, which is necessary for transcytosis and the formation of lateral 
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lumens (Madrid et al., 2010). In Jurkat cells, INF2 regulates MAL-mediated 
transport of Lck to the plasma membrane of human T lymphocytes 
(Andres-Delgado et al., 2010). 
Mutations in the DID of INF2 are known to cause two diseases: 
Charcot-Marie-Tooth (CMT) disease, a peripheral neuropathy, and focal 
segmental glomerulosclerosis (FSGS), a degenerative kidney disease 
(Korobova et al., 2013; Toyota et al., 2013). 
In summary, mDia and INF2 formins control a wide range of cellular 
behaviors and signaling via the regulation of actin dynamics.  
1.3 The perinuclear actin and nuclear transport 
The nucleus contains most of the genetic materials of the cell and plays 
important roles as center of transcription and gene regulation. Extracellular 
signals can be transduced into the nucleus in two ways, either through physical 
coupling or biochemical coupling (Fig. 1-4). The physical coupling is mainly 
built up by the actin cytoskeleton and nucleoskeleton. The biochemical 
coupling is enabled by the nuclear pore complexes (NPCs) embedded in the 
nuclear membranes, which join up the two compartments.  
The work presented in this thesis is aimed at studying actin dynamics in the 
perinuclear region. Here, I concentrate on the interface of the actin 
cytoskeleton and nuclear boundary, and will introduce the mechanisms of both 
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physical and biochemical interactions between the cytoplasm and nucleus. 
 
Figure 1-4. Schematic of signal transduction to the nucleus via physical 
and biochemical couplings.  
Both physical and biochemical cues can be transmitted from outside the cell 
into the nucleus and affect gene regulation. This schematic, adapted from 
(Shivashankar, 2011), illustrates our current understanding of 
mechanosignaling to the nucleus and gene regulation, which at the same time, 
also 
 
	 the signaling of soluble factors into the nucleus. On the 
one hand, the actin cytoskeleton plays as the mechanical link in between the 
plasma and nuclear membranes. On the other hand, the NPCs are responsible 
for transport of biological molecules in the course of nucleocytoplasmic 
material exchange. Right part of the cartoon illustrates possible regulation of 




1.3.1 The perinuclear actin 
If there is no physical links connecting cell nucleus and the cytoplasm, one can 
imagine that the nucleus should suspend in the cytosol and drift randomly in 
an unbalanced state. This does not happen in reality because the nucleus is 
stabilized by the actin cytoskeleton anchoring to receptors on the nuclear 
membranes. It has been revealed that the nucleoskeleton, basically made up of 
lamin intermediate filaments, is physically coupled to the cytoplasmic actin 
network via two groups of transmembrane proteins, SUN and KASH (also 
known as nesprin) families (Simon and Wilson, 2011). The SUN-domain 
proteins span over the inner nuclear membrane and bind to lamins inside the 
nucleus (Haque et al., 2006; Hodzic et al., 2004). The KASH family proteins 
are embedded in the outer nuclear membrane and interact with cytoplasmic 
actin (Padmakumar et al., 2004; Zhen et al., 2002). SUN and KASH proteins 
form complexes inside the nuclear lumen (Crisp et al., 2006; Padmakumar et 
al., 2005). This nuclear envelope bridging model is referred to as linker of 
nucleoskeleton and cytoskeleton, the LINC complex (Crisp et al., 2006; Starr 
and Fridolfsson, 2010) (Fig. 1-5A). The interaction of actin with nesprins has 
been examined by in vitro binding assay and co-localization experiments in 
cells (Luxton et al., 2010; Zhen et al., 2002). Furthermore, growth of actin 
filaments from isolated nuclei has been reported, in which nesprin coupling 
was shown to be responsible (Munter et al., 2006). 
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Based on the LINC complex model, actin in the perinuclear region has been 
studied. The apical perinuclear actin was first defined by Denis Wirtz’s group 
as ‘actin cap’, which describes the actin cables compressing nucleus from the 
top and controls the nuclear shape (Khatau et al., 2009). More recently, other 
studies have found that this ‘actin cap’ is directly associated with focal 
adhesions in polarized cells (Chambliss et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2012; Li et al., 
2014) (Fig. 1-5B). The contractile actin filaments in the dorsal side of the 
nucleus have been reported to form transmembrane actin-associated nuclear 
(TAN) lines with nesprin2G and drive the nuclear movement (Luxton et al., 
2010) (Fig. 1-5C). Formin FHOD1 has been recently found to interact with 
nesprin2G and mediate the formation of TAN line (Kutscheidt et al., 2014). 
Also, the bundling of perinuclear actin cables can be positively regulated by 
Refilins, a novel family of short-lived actin regulatory proteins, and their 
downstream effector filamin A (Gay et al., 2011a; Gay et al., 2011b). Taken 
together, these physical connections mediated by perinuclear actin contribute 
to building an integral mechanical network in the cell. The link of perinuclear 
actin with focal adhesion provides a possible physical contact to transmit 
extracellular signal to the nucleus via the actin cytoskeleton. For example, by 
controlling nuclear morphology and motility, the gene expression profile can 




Figure 1-5. The perinuclear actin. 
(A) Schematic of the LINC complex (Crisp et al., 2006). ONM, outer nuclear 
membrane; INM, inner nuclear membrane; PNS, perinuclear space. See main 
text for details. (B) The perinuclear actin. (a) shows schematic of the 
perinuclear actin organization at cellular (upper) and molecular (lower) level 
(Kim et al., 2012). In polarized cells, apical actin stress fibres pressing over 
the nucleus associate with focal adhesions at cell periphery. At nuclear 
boundary, perinuclear actin interacts with the LINC complexes. (b) is a real 
image of the apical perinuclear actin in NIH 3T3 cell, with red color labelling 
focal adhesions, color code indicating actin cables at different height (Li et al., 
2014). (C) Perinuclear actin and nesprin2G form contractile TAN lines 




1.3.2 Nuclear transport machinery 
The nuclear pores are large complexes spanning over the nuclear envelope that 
facilitate the transport of biological macromolecules into and out of the 
nucleus (reviewed in (Schwartz, 2013)). The classical transport machinery is 
made up of a series of import or export receptors, which recognize particular 
protein sequences termed as nuclear localization signal (NLS) and nuclear 
export signal (NES) (reviewed in (Pemberton and Paschal, 2005)). These 
transport receptors are collectively termed as karyopherins (Radu et al., 1995), 
while ‘importin’ and ‘exportin’ are more commonly used to define particular 
molecules (Gorlich et al., 1994; Stade et al., 1997). The classical nuclear 
import is assisted by importin β, which often requires an adaptor protein, 
importin α (Lange et al., 2007). Such NLS sequence consists of either one 
(monopartite) or two (bipartite) stretches of basic amino acids. The most 
well-known nuclear export mechanism is mediated by exportin1 (also known 
as CRM1) that recognizes NES sequences composed of a stretch of 
characteristically spaced hydrophobic amino acids (Kutay and Guttinger, 2005; 
Miki et al., 2009). Both nuclear import and export are regulated by GTP 
hydrolysis. The Ras-like GTPase, Ran, is the key regulator of these transport 
cycles (Quimby and Dasso, 2003) (Fig. 1-6A).  
Since the localization of Ran guanine-exchange factor (RanGEF) RCC1 is 
uniquely within the nucleus (Nemergut et al., 2001), Ran is predominantly in 
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the form of RanGTP in the nucleoplasm. Upon entry of the import complex 
(comprised of cargo and importins) into the nucleus, the binding of RanGTP 
to importin β quickly dissociate the complex, resulting in nuclear 
accumulation of cargoes (Lange et al., 2007). Importin β will then return to the 
cytoplasm with RanGTP for another round of import. Returning of importin α 
to the cytoplasm is facilitated by the RanGTP-binding protein CAS (Chafe et 
al., 2012). On the other side, the GTPase-activating protein of Ran (RanGAP) 
is enriched in the cytoplasm (Feng et al., 1999), where RanGTP hydrolysis is 
accelerated. Since assembly of the nuclear export complex requires RanGTP 
binding, dissociation of the complex occurs once GTP hydrolysis is triggered 
by RanGAP in the cytoplasm. Then the transport of Ran (in GDP-bound form) 
back to the nucleus is mediated by nuclear factor 2 (NTF2) (Ribbeck et al., 
1998; Smith et al., 1998). Therefore, the precise localizations of RanGEF and 
RanGAP create a steep gradient of RanGTP across the nuclear envelope. This 
RanGTP gradient determines the directionality of nuclear transport events 
(reviewed in (Macara, 2001; Wente and Rout, 2010)) (Fig. 1-6A).  
Interestingly, the RanGTP gradient also facilitates events during mitosis when 
the nuclear envelope has dissolved. It plays a role in the formation of mitotic 
spindle. As RCC1 is a chromatin-binding protein (Chen et al., 2007), it 
induces a sharp drop of RanGTP concentration from the sites of chromatin. 
Many import cargoes binding to importin β, such as NuMA and TPX2, are in 
fact ‘spindle assembly factors’ (SAFs) (Ciciarello et al., 2004; Nachury et al., 
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2001). During mitosis, importin β complexes act as docking sites for these 
SAFs, in which they are sequestered until approaching to the chromatins. The 
SAFs are released only in the proximity of chromatin by RanGTP binding to 
importin complexes. Subsequently, the activated SAFs can locally nucleate 
and organize nascent spindle microtubules (Kalab et al., 2002). This spatial 
regulation of SAF by RanGTP gradient has been proposed as 
‘genome-positioning system’, the ‘GPS’ of mitotic spindle (Kalab and Heald, 
2008) (Fig. 1-6B). Although by this mechanism the increase of cargo at the 
vicinity of chromatin is limited (~15%), the small fraction is able to induce 
microtubule polymerization (Kalab et al., 2006).  
The related topics on nuclear transport and importin will be further discussed 





Figure 1-6. Nuclear transport machinery and ‘GPS’. 
(A) Nuclear transport cycles are controlled by Ran GTPase. Schematic 
diagram adapted from (Wente and Rout, 2010). See main text for details. (B) 
‘GPS’ of mitotic spindle (Kalab and Heald, 2008). Owing to the localization 
of RCC1, there is a RanGTP gradient (purple glow) that decays from the sites 
of chromatin, which induces local activation of SAFs (red glow) when the 





1.4 Thesis summary 
1.4.1 Motivation, objectives and hypotheses 
Although the coupling of actin with cell nucleus has been studied to some 
extent, the perinuclear actin is still less understood compared to other actin 
structures. Actin dynamics can be collectively regulated by external physical 
signals and biochemical factors inside the cell. The actin cytoskeleton is 
subjected to mechanical signals. How perinuclear actin responds to 
mechanical force is worth exploring. The formin family proteins are now 
shown to have key roles in the regulation of actin dynamics. Although their 
functions in the bulk of cytoplasm are becoming evident from the recent 
studies, formin regulation of actin in the proximity of nucleus remains unclear.  
Therefore, this thesis focuses on understanding actin regulation in the 
perinuclear region, and hope to shed light on how actin dynamics is regulated 
by mechanical force and formins. To be specific, this study attempts to give 
better understanding to the following questions: 
1.  How does perinuclear actin respond to external force? 
2.  What are the localizations and dynamic characteristics of formins in the 
perinuclear region?  
3.  How is the formin-driven perinuclear actin polymerization regulated? 
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Based on these questions, the main hypotheses of this project are made as 
follows: 
1. Mechanical force can regulate the perinuclear actin dynamics. 
2. Formin actin polymerization factors should locally regulate actin assembly 
in the perinuclear region.  
1.4.2 Scope of work 
In order to answer those questions and test these hypotheses, two parts of work 
were conducted. 
PART1 – Force stimulated perinuclear actin remodeling mediated by 
formin INF2 
The first part of this thesis work (Chapter 3) is devoted to the 
force-stimulated actin remodeling process in the perinuclear region. A novel 
observation is reported here that mechanical stimulation at the cell periphery 
can induce transient actin polymerization around the nucleus. To investigate 
this phenomenon, time-lapse measurements were made and super-resolution 
imaging of the perinuclear actin structure was performed. More efforts were 
made to gain insight into the mechanism underlying the perinuclear actin 
response. First, it was revealed that this mechanotransduction process was 
caused by increase of intracellular calcium level triggered by force application. 
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Second, it was shown that actin polymerization and depolymerization played 
important roles in this response. Further, the formin INF2 was shown to be a 
key molecular regulator responsible for this force and calcium induced 
perinuclear actin remodeling. Finally, a working model was proposed to 
explain the possible process of INF2 activation and perinuclear actin assembly. 
Possible physiological functions of this perinuclear actin remodeling were 
discussed. Overall, this part of work focuses on a dynamic process that occurs 
in short time scale, in which the actin dynamics is regulated by mechanical 
stimuli via activation of calcium entry and subsequent formin INF2-driven 
actin polymerization.  
PART2 – Localization and dynamics of formin mDia2 at the perinuclear 
rim 
The second part of this thesis work (Chapter 4) focuses on understanding the 
localization of a potent actin assembler, formin mDia2, in the perinuclear 
region. Firstly, a novel localization of mDia2 was revealed at the outer nuclear 
membrane. Super-resolution images showed that mDia2 was co-localized with 
the nuclear pore complex and nuclear transport receptor importin β. Secondly, 
it was found that importin β was a necessary factor that targeted mDia2 to the 
nuclear envelope. Interaction of importin β and mDia2 was detected by 
immunoprecipitation experiments. Further, I attempted to characterize formin 
dynamics in live cells using a single-molecule-sensitive technique, 
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fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS). The FCS results showed that the 
motility of mDia2 was more restricted at the nuclear envelope, corresponding 
to its perinuclear localization. Lastly, I discussed factors determining this 
perinuclear mDia2 enrichment and a possible role of mDia2 in generating 
actin barbed ends at the proximity of nuclear rim. The implications of the 
importin β−mDia2 interaction were also discussed.  
Based on the work presented in this thesis, the conclusions are given in 




Chapter 2  Materials and methods 
2.1 Cell culture, plasmids and transfection  
NIH 3T3 cells, HeLa JW cells, HEK 293 cells and mouse embryonic 
fibroblast (MEF) cells were cultured in complete media, Dulbecco’s Modified 
Eagle’s Medium (DMEM, Hela and MEF: high glucose; NIH 3T3 and HEK 
293: low glucose) supplemented with 10% (v/v) heat-inactivated fetal calf 
serum and 1% Pennicillin-Streptomycin at 37°C in a 5% CO2 incubator. (All 
cell culture reagents were from Gibco Life Technologies). 
EGFP-Lifeact (Riedl et al., 2008) and RFP-Lifeact were gifts from 
Wedlich-Söldner R (Institute of Cell Dynamics and Imaging, University of 
Münster, Münster, Germany). EGFP-β-actin and EGFP-α-actinin were used in 
previous work of our lab (Luo et al., 2013). G-CaMP (Nakai et al., 2001) used 
for calcium labeling was a gift from Wu M (Mechanobiology Institute, 
National University of Singapore, Singapore). GFP-KASH (Lombardi et al., 
2011) was a gift from Burke B (Institute of Medical Biology, Singapore). 
GFP-INF2 was a kind gift from Alonso M (Centro de Biologia Molecular 
Severo Ochoa, Spain) and was described previously (Andres-Delgado et al., 
2010). The plasmids encoding EGFP-fused full-length mDia2, mDia2 
(33-1171), mDia2 (411-1171) and full-length mDia1 were kind gifts from 
Narumiya S (Faculty of Medicine, Kyoto University, Japan) and described 
previously (Miki et al., 2009; Watanabe et al., 1999; Watanabe et al., 2008). 
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mCherry-mDia1-ΔN3 was used and described in earlier work of our lab 
(Zilberman et al., 2011). Full-length laminB1 was sub-cloned into 
pmCherry-C1 vector from EGFP-laminB1 (Bhattacharya et al., 2009). 
EGFP-importin β was a kind gift from Lavia P (Institute of Molecular Biology 
and Pathology, CNR National Research Council, Italy). mCherry-importin β 
was sub-cloned from EGFP-importin β by swapping EGFP into mCherry 
between the AgeI and NotI sites.  
DNA plasmid transfection was performed using the following reagents, 
Lipofectamin 2000 (Life Technologies), Fugene 6 (Roche), Fugene HD 
(Roche) or Gene Juice (Merck Millipore), according to manufacturer’s 
instructions. All transfected cells were incubated for 24-48 hours before 
experiments. 
For siRNA transfection, mouse INF2 siRNA (SMARTpool and Set of 4, GE 
Dharmacon) or non-targeting control siRNA (SMARTpool, GE Dharmacon) 
was transfected into NIH 3T3 cells using either Lipofectamine RNAiMAX 
Transfection Reagent (Life Technologies) or Neon® Electroporation System 
(Life Technologies). siRNA transfected cells were incubated for 72 to 96 
hours before experiments. About 20 nM siRNA was used for transfection 
using RNA iMAX protocol, while 50-100 nM was transfected using 
electroporation protocol. For importin β silencing, 100 nM human importin 
β siRNA or non-targeting control siRNA (SMARTpool, GE Dharmacon) was 
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co-transfected with EGFP-mDia2 plasmid into Hela JW cells using 
DharmaFECT® Duo Transfection Reagent (GE Dharmacon). siRNA 
transfected cells were incubated for 48 hours before experiments.  
2.2 Chemicals, immunofluorescence and antibodies 
All drugs were purchased at analytical degree and were dissolved in DMSO 
for stocks. For calcium experiments, a working concentration of 2 µM calcium 
ionophore A23187 (Sigma) or 3 µM thapsigargin (Sigma) was used during 
live imaging. For actin perturbation, cells were treated with a working 
concentration of 500 nM Cytochalasin D (Sigma) or 400 nM Jasplakinolide 
(Sigma) for 30 min. About 100 µM CK-666 (Sigma), 1 µg/ml C3 transferase 
(Cytoskeleton), 10 µM Y-27632 (Sigma) and 10 µM PF-562271 (Selleck 
Chemicals) were used for inhibition of Arp2/3 complex, Rho GTPase, Rho 
kinase and focal adhesion kinase, respectively. For inhibition of CRM1- 
mediated nuclear export, Hela JW cells were treated with 10-20 nM 
Leptomycin B (A.G. Scientific) for 1 hour. 
Cells prepared for immunofluorescence were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde 
(PFA) for 15-20 minutes at room temperature. Permeabilization was done by 
0.2% Triton X-100 (Sigma) in PBS for 10 minutes in room temperature. For 
mild permeabilization to keep intact nuclear membranes, cells were treated 
with 0.003% digitonin (Sigma) in PBS on ice for 15 minutes. Permeabilized 
cells were then blocked with 3% BSA (Sigma) in PBS for 1 hour, followed by 
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primary antibody and secondary antibody staining for 1 hour each. F-actin was 
stained by phalloidin (1 µg/ml, Life Technologies) and the nucleus was 
stained by Hoechst for 20-30 min after permeabilization.  
Primary antibodies used for immunostaining included the following: 
monoclonal mouse anti-α-actinin (Sigma A5044, 1:200); polyclonal rabbit 
anti-Filamin A (Sigma SAB4500951, 1:150); monoclonal mouse anti-nesprin2 
(gift from Burke B, 1:20); polyclonal rabbit anti-INF2 (Proteintech, 1:250); 
polyclonal rabbit anti-mDia2 (gift from Alberts AS (Wallar et al., 2007), 
1:800); monoclonal mouse anti-HP1α (Upstate, 1:200); monoclonal mouse 
anti-Nup153 (gift from Burke B, 1:15); monoclonal mouse anti-importin β 
(Abcam, 1:800); monoclonal mouse anti-mDia1 (BD Transduction 
Laboratories, 1:200).  
Secondary antibodies used for immunostaining were: Alexa Fluor 405, 488, 
568 and 647-conjugated mouse or rabbit secondary antibodies (Life 
Technologies, 1:700).  
2.3 Molecular biology  
Immunoblotting 
Cells were washed with cold PBS and lysed with 2X SDS loading dye on ice, 
followed by sonication to shear genomic DNA. Cell lysate was heated in 2X 
SDS loading dye at 85-95°C for 3-5 min. Proteins were separated using either 
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precast 4-20% Tris-glycine SDS-PAGE gel (Thermo Scientific) or 6-10% 
handcasting polyacrylamide gel (Bio-Rad) in 1X SDS running buffer (25mM 
Tris base, 192mM glycine, 0.5% SDS). Separated proteins were transferred on 
to a 0.45 µm PVDF membrane at 100 V for 1.5 hours in running buffer 
supplemented with 20% methanol. The membrane was blocked with 5% 
low-fat milk in TBST (137 mM NaCl, 20 mM Tris, 0.1% Tween-20) at room 
temperature for 30-60 min. The membrane was incubated in diluted primary 
antibody in 5% BSA/TBST either at room temperature for 1 hour or at 4°C 
overnight. The membrane was washed with TBST for three times prior to 
addition of secondary antibodies. It was then incubated in HRP-conjugated 
secondary antibodies diluted in TBST at room temperature for 15-30 min, and 
washed with TBST for five times or more. HRP-bound antibodies were 
detected by chemiluminescence (Pierce or Femto, Thermo Scientific; Clarity, 
Bio-Rad) and visualized on X-ray films (Kodak).  
Co-immunoprecipitation assay 
Subconfluent HEK 293 cells were grown in 10 cm petri dishes and transfected 
with corresponding plasmids using Gene Juice (Merck Millipore). Transfected 
cells were collected 36 hours after transfection in cold PBS and lysed by RIPA 
buffer (1% Triton-X, 150 mM NaCl, 10 mM EDTA, 50 mM Tris, pH 8.0) 
containing protease inhibitor cocktail and phosphatase inhibitors (NaF, 
Na3VO4 and β-Glycerophosphate). After centrifuging at maximum speed, 
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protein concentration in the total cell lysate was measured. Protein G 
Sepharose beads (GE Healthcare) was washed by cold PBS before use. The 
immunoprecipitation (IP) assay was made up of cell lysate with 2 mg protein, 
4-5 µg GFP antibody (Medical & Biological Laboratory), 20 µl protein G 
sepharose beads and topped up with lysis buffer to a final volume of 500-600 
µl. The tube was gently rotated for 2 hours at 4°C. After incubation, the 
unbound fraction was removed and the beads were washed three times using 
350 µl lysis buffer by short vortex and centrifuge. Bound proteins were eluted 
by boiling in ~45 µl 2X SDS loading dye. When loading samples, 20 µg of 
cell lysate (input), 40µl of IP sample (for detecting bound proteins) and 3 µl of 
IP sample (for detecting GFP pull-down) were loaded respectively for each 
group. Protein samples were separated using 6%-7.5% Tris-Glycine gel and 
then proteins of interest were detected by immunoblot. 
Antibodies used for biochemistry were: monoclonal mouse anti-α-tubulin 
(Sigma, 1:3000); polyclonal rabbit anti-INF2 (Proteintech, 1:1000); 
monoclonal mouse anti-importin β (Abcam, 1:2000); monoclonal mouse 
anti-GAPDH (gift from Low BC, 1:10000); polyclonal rabbit anti-GFP 
(Medical & Biological Laboratory, 1:1000); mouse or rabbit HRP-conjugated 
secondary antibody (Bio-Rad, 1:10000). 
2.4 Mechanical manipulation 
An AFM tip with 4.5 µm polystyrene bead was attached to a glass pipette, 
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which was controlled by Eppendorf micromanipulator. The force probe was 
brought to the boundary of spreading cells and a pushing force was applied. 
Live cell imaging was done using Zeiss 710 confocal microscopy during force 
application. Calibration of force was done in the same setup using 3 kPa 
Acrylamide gel embedded with fluorescent beads (Yip et al., 2013). The force 
applied by AFM tip, calculated by displacement of the fluorescent beads and 
elastic modulus of the gel, was estimated to be around 100~200 nN. 
2.5 Fluorescence microscopy and spectroscopy 
Confocal microscopy 
Fixed cells after immunostaining or live cells transfected with 
fluorescence-tagged proteins were applied for imaging acquisition on confocal 
microscopies. Three confocal microscopes were employed in the thesis work, 
namely, Nikon A1R, Carl Zeiss LSM710 and Perkin Elmer Spinning Disk, 
using either 60x (NA 1.2) or 100x (NA 1.4) oil objective lens. Nikon A1R was 
taken advantage of its auto-focus system, available for long time live imaging. 
Zeiss LSM710 was employed when performing force manipulation and FCS 
measurement, and Perkin Elmer Spinning Disk was employed when high 
speed acquisition was required. 
Structured illumination microscopy (SIM) 
Structured illumination microscopy is to apply patterned light to the sample 
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and measure fringes in the Moiré pattern from the interference of the 
illumination pattern and the sample (reviewed in (Allen et al., 2014; Huang et 
al., 2009; Toomre and Bewersdorf, 2010)). Since structures parallel to the 
stripes do not benefit from this effect, the stripes will shift as well as rotate to 
illuminate the sample multiple times. In this thesis work aimed at observing 
perinuclear structures, Nikon N-SIM system with three angles and five phases 
was employed. After computational reconstruction, super-resolution was 
achieved (see Chapter 3 and 4), which in principle should double conventional 
resolution and obtain ~100 nm lateral and 300 nm axial resolution.  
No special sample preparation is required for SIM imaging. Fixed cells after 
immunostaining were applied for imaging acquisition on Nikon N-SIM using 
3D mode and 100x oil objective lens (NA 1.49). Reconstructions were done 
by NIS-Elements Software with following parameters: structured illumination 
contrast: auto; apodization filter parameter: 1.00; width of 3D filter: 0.05; low 
contrast restriction: off. Calibration and channel alignment were done using 
100 nm multi-fluorescence beads. 
Stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM) 
Direct STORM (dSTORM) was also employed in this work. dSTORM 
operates in a similar way to STORM (Rust et al., 2006), which utilizes 
sequential stimulation of photoactivatable fluorophores and reconstructs image 
by collecting single fluorophore localizations (Toomre and Bewersdorf, 2010). 
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Instead of photoswitchable dye pairs used in STORM, dSTORM can be 
employed using single conventional carbocyanine dyes (including Cy5, Alexa 
Fluor 647, ATTO series fluorophores and etcetera)(Jensen and Crossman, 
2014). Herein, perinuclear actin structure labeled with Alexa Fluor 
647-conjugated phalloidin was visualized using dSTORM (see Chapter 3). 
Sample preparation for dSTORM was described in (Luo et al., 2013). Briefly, 
cells were grown in glass-bottom chamber. Cells were washed, fixed and 
permeabilized as normal immunostaining procedures. After washing, cells 
were incubated with 0.5 µM Alexa Fluor 647-conjugated phalloidin at 4°C 
overnight. Before imaging, the imaging buffer containing glucose-oxidate/ 
catalase oxygen scavenger system was freshly prepared as follows (all 
reagents from Sigma): 0.1 M cysteamine, 0.25 M glucose, 613 µM Trolox, 1 
g/L glucose oxidase, and 0.4 mg/L catalase. The samples were sealed 
immediately after mixing the enzyme and were applied for imaging as soon as 
possible.  
Carl Zeiss Elyra system with an EM CCD camera was used for dSTORM 
imaging using 100x oil objective lens (NA 1.46) in 3D mode. For each image, 
20,000–30,000 frames were acquired. Images were reconstructed using Zeiss 
microscope software ZEN. When performing dSTORM, the excitation laser 
(633 nm) power was set to the maximum. After initial bleaching, the 




Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) 
FRAP experiments were done on Nikon A1R confocal microscopy using 100x 
(NA 1.4) oil objective lens. Cells transfected with GFP-β-actin were plated on 
rectangular micro-patterns. Three rectangular regions were selected from 
perinuclear region to the cell periphery with equal size and spacing in between 
(see Fig. S3-1A). When doing FRAP, photobleaching with maximum laser 
power (488 nm) was applied to all regions of interest for 10 seconds 
simultaneously. Time-lapse images before and after photobleaching were 
acquired every 2 seconds. Fluorescence recovery was further analyzed using 
Fiji image processing package. 
Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) 
In FCS measurements, the intensity fluctuations of fluorescence signal F(t) 
was measured with time (reviewed in (Foo et al., 2012; Schwille and Haustein, 
2006)). The self-similarity of the fluorescent signal can be mathematically 
described by a normalized autocorrelation function (ACF),  
 
where G( τ ) stands for the autocorrelation, <F(t)> is the average intensity at 
certain time point and τ is the correlation time (delay time of measurement). 
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By fitting this function with a theoretical model, parameters such as number of 
fluorescent molecules (N) and diffusion time (τD) can be obtained. For 
three-dimensional (3D) free diffusion, the fitting model is given by  
, 
where K is the structural parameter defining a 3D confocal volume of 
observation. 
, 
where w0 and z0 are the radial and axial distance of the illuminated volume.  
The diffusion time (τD) represents the average time taken to diffuse through 
the laser focus, which is also half life of the ACF curve. After getting τD from 
the fitting, diffusion coeffecient (D) can be calculated from 
. 
Further, radius (r) of the protein or complex can be calculated using the 
following formula: 
. 
Unlike the homogenous environment in solution that is available for free 
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diffusion, the heterogeneity of cellular environment makes diffusion inside the 
cell more complicated. In this situation, the anomalous factor (α), indicating 
heterogeneity of the matrix (Bhattacharya et al., 2006; Weiss et al., 2004), is 
usually introduced into the fitting model. The function turns out to be 
. 
Compared to free diffusion, in which the mean square displacement (MSD) of 
particle is a linear function of time, in anomalous diffusion the MDS is 
non-linear to time. Value of α<1 indicates sub-diffusion, the smaller α is, the 
more hindered is in the matrix; while α>1 indicates super-diffusion, in which 
active cellular transport may play a role (Foo et al., 2012). 
The FCS experiments were performed using ConfoCor 3 module on Zeiss 
LSM710 confocal microscopy with avalanche photodiode (Perkin Elmer) and 
40x water objective lens (NA 1.2, Carl Zeiss). The pinhole size was kept at 50 
µm for 488 nm laser. System calibration was done using Atto488 (Sigma) 
solution on 0.175mm glass coverslip (Iwaki). The diffusion time of Atto488 at 
25 °C was measured to be ~25-30 µs after fitting with 3D free diffusion 
model. 
Live cells transfected with EGFP-tagged proteins were applied for FCS 
experiment after 24 hours. To keep low expression, less than 1 µg of each 
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plasmid was transfected for this purpose. Before experiment, culturing 
medium was changed into Opti-MEM® without phenol red (Life 
Technologies) to minimize background. Cells were kept in 37 °C during the 
measurement. Data were collected either for 10-sec interval over 10 runs (for 
GFP-importin β), or for 15-sec interval over 5 runs (for EGFP-mDia2) at each 
point of measurement.  
All experimental ACF curves were fitted using the 3D anomalous diffusion 
model. The structural parameter K in this system was estimated to be 5, 
approximately. FCS fittings and curve drawing were accomplished using Igor 
Pro software with a build-in FCS data processing program (from Dr Thorsten 
Wohland, Department of Chemistry, National University of Singapore).  
2.6 Data analysis 
Statistics of data were accomplished using Excel Data Analysis Tools and 
Origin software. For data comparison, Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) normality 
test was first made in small samples (observation less than 30) to examine the 
distribution of data. Large sample (observation more than 30) can skip this 
step. Next, data were examined by F-test for variances, followed by t-test 
either assuming equal variances or unequal variances. When two-tail p-value 
from t-test was less than 0.05, the two data sets were considered as 




For co-localization analysis, Pearson product moment correlation coefficient 
(PCC) (r) was calculated between the intensity profiles of two proteins along 
the nuclear borderline. The calculation of PCC was given by  
(Manders et al., 1993). 
Fluorescence images from confocal microscopy and super-resolution images 
after reconstruction were analyzed and processed using Fiji image processing 




Chapter 3  Perinuclear actin remodeling 
induced by mechanical stimulation  
3.1 Introduction 
Cells can constantly sense and adapt to a wide range of mechanical signals at 
physiological condition by reorganizing actin cytoskeleton (reviewed in 
1.1.1.2 Mechanosensing by actin cytoskeleton). Both cyclic stretch and 
fluid sheer stress have been shown to induce stress fiber realignment and 
reinforcement (Hoffman et al., 2012; Noria et al., 2004; Zaidel-Bar et al., 
2005). Short term acoustic radiation force has been found to induce calcium 
influx as well as stress fiber formation (Zhang et al., 2012). Also, magnetic 
force applied to cells enhances actin assembly, which further affects nuclear 
signaling by promoting MAL nuclear transport (Iyer et al., 2012). The actin 
cytoskeleton physically connects to the nucleus through the perinuclear ‘actin 
cap’ and the LINC complex (Crisp et al., 2006; Khatau et al., 2009) (reviewed 
in 1.3.1 The perinuclear actin). These structures contribute to maintaining 
nuclear morphology and mechanical homeostasis of the cell (Kim et al., 2012; 
Li et al., 2014). Although the effects of force on actin structures such as focal 
adhesion and stress fiber were relatively well explored, how mechanical force 
regulates the perinuclear actin dynamics remains unclear. 
To investigate the role of mechanical force to perinuclear actin structure, a 
micro-probe for force application was designed to stimulate cells and monitor 
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the spatiotemporal reorganization of actin. It was found that force induced 
transient actin polymerization in the perinuclear region within ~ 2 min time 
scale. This highly dynamic actin remodeling was triggered by a calcium burst 
that was induced by force application. Blocking of either actin polymerization 
or depolymerization inhibited this perinuclear actin remodeling. One of the 
actin regulators from formin protein family, inverted formin-2 (INF2), was 
found to co-localize with the transient F-actin structure in the perinuclear 
region. Depletion of INF2 led to attenuation of the force/calcium induced 
perinuclear actin reorganization. This work suggests that cells can respond to 
external force in short time scale by remodeling perinuclear actin in a calcium 
and INF2 dependent manner. 
3.2 Results 
3.2.1 Force activation induces reversible perinuclear actin 
polymerization  
To investigate how the perinuclear actin structure responds to external force, I 
designed a micro-manipulated probe (AFM tip attached to a 4.5 µm bead) to 
apply force on NIH 3T3 cells from periphery to the center (Fig. 3-1A). The 
magnitude of force was estimated to be ~ 100-200 nN by calibration using a 
variant of traction force microscopy (Yip et al., 2013). Upon force application, 
actin labelled by EGFP-Lifeact was found to transiently accumulate at the 
perinuclear region (Fig. 3-2A) and form a rim around the nucleus (indicated 
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by arrow in Fig. 3-1B). The actin intensity was measured at perinuclear region 
(as indicated in Fig. 3-1B) and is plotted over time in Fig. 3-1C. The 
perinuclear actin intensity increases to its maximum (1.4-1.6 folds compared 
to original) in around 30 seconds and returns to its initial level within 2 
minutes. The force induced perinuclear actin remodeling could be repeated for 
several times in a single cell upon multiple subsequent stimulations, which is 
shown in Fig. 3-1C (inset). Multiple independent experiments indicated that 
this actin remodeling was reproducible in different cells despite slight 
variation in time scale and amplitude (Fig. 3-1D). This transient perinuclear 
actin remodeling could be labeled by phalloidin upon immediate fixation after 
force application, suggesting that this structure indeed contained polymerized 
actin (Fig. 3-2B). In addition to actin, the actin bundling protein α-actinin was 
found to dynamically incorporate into the perinuclear rim simultaneously with 
actin (Fig. 3-2C and D). This perinuclear actin response could still be triggered 
when cells were plated on poly-L-lysine coated substrate, suggesting it was 
not dependent on focal adhesions (Fig. 3-3A). Accordingly, inhibition of focal 
adhesion kinase (FAK) activity by treatment with 10 µM PF-562,271 inhibitor 
did not prevent force induced perinuclear actin remodeling (Fig. 3-3B). 
Overall, this session shows that external mechanical force can induce a 
transient perinuclear actin remodeling process independent of focal adhesions. 




Figure 3-1. Force activation induces reversible perinuclear actin 
polymerization.  
(A) Schematic of experimental setup. (B) Time-lapse images showing 
perinuclear actin intensity change upon stimulation by the force probe. Cell 
boundary, nucleus and position of the bead are marked on the bright field 
image. Scale bar = 10 µm. (C) Plots of normalized perinuclear actin intensity 
from one stimulation and repeated stimulations (inset) in the same cell. (D) 
Plots of normalized perinuclear actin intensity from multiple independent 





Figure 3-2. Accumulation of perinuclear F-actin and α-actinin upon force 
application  




Figure 3-3. Integrin-based focal adhesion signaling is not essential for the 
perinuclear actin assembly 
(A) Cell labelled by EGFP-Lifeact plated on poly-L-lysine coated substrate 
before and after force application. Lifeact fluorescence of perinuclear region 
and nuclear rim increased significantly after applying the force. (B) Cells 
pretreated with 10 µM FAK inhibitor PF-562,271 before and after force 
application. Note that the force induced perinuclear actin assembly was not 





(A) Regular focal plane (top) and z-section views (bottom) of cell labelled by 
EGFP-Lifeact before and after force application. Arrows indicate perinuclear 
actin assembly. (B) Phalloidin-labeled (red) perinuclear F-actin structure in 
cell subjected to immediate fixation upon force application co-localizes with 
EGFP-Lifeact image (green). Fluorescent and DIC images before and after 
force application are shown, along with merged image of Lifeact and 
phalloidin after force application (bottom right). (C) EGFP-α-actinin (left) and 
DIC images (right) of cell before and after force application. (D) Plot of 
normalized perinuclear α-actinin intensity over time. All scale bars = 10 µm. 
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3.2.2 The role of calcium  
Since it has been reported that force can induce opening of stretch-activated 
calcium channel (Coste et al., 2012; Guharay and Sachs, 1984; Munevar et al., 
2004), I next tested the involvement of calcium signaling in this force induced 
actin reorganization. Actin and calcium were monitored simultaneously by 
co-transfecting cells with RFP-Lifeact and a genetically encoded calcium 
indicator, G-CaMP (Nakai et al., 2001). The time lapse images of actin and 
calcium upon force application are shown in Fig. 3-4A, with high 
magnification view of perinuclear actin in Fig. 3-4B. Mechanical force 
application triggered immediate intracellular calcium increase (up to 3 folds), 
which propagated from site of force application to the whole cell body. This 
calcium burst was prior to the visualization of perinuclear actin assembly. The 
subsequent recovery of intracellular calcium level was accompanied by the 
disassembly of perinuclear actin (Fig. 3-4A and C). Both calcium and actin 
intensity at the perinuclear region were measured over time and are plotted in 
Fig. 3-4C. This calcium burst indicates that there may be influx of calcium 
induced by force. To examine the involvement of calcium influx, cells were 
incubated with 2 mM EGTA before and during force application to deplete 
calcium from the culture medium. As expected, the perinuclear actin 
remodeling was not observed in this condition (Fig. 3-4D and E), suggesting 
that extracellular calcium is necessary for triggering this phenomenon.  
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To further examine the role of calcium in the perinuclear actin remodeling, a 
calcium ionophore, A23187, was employed to induce calcium influx. The 
addition of 2 µM A23187 led to immediate overall intracellular calcium 
increase (> 3 folds) and subsequent perinuclear actin assembly, as shown in 
Fig. 3-5A. The temporal dynamics of calcium as well as perinuclear actin was 
found to be similar to that triggered by force application (Fig. 3-5B). 
Furthermore, the release of calcium from intracellular stores by addition of 3 
µM thapsigargin (Chao et al., 1992; Thastrup et al., 1990) also induced 
perinuclear actin remodeling (Fig. 3-5C and D). To further understand the 
involvement of intracellular calcium, cells were pretreated by thapsigargin to 
exhaust the internal calcium stores (Chen et al., 2000; Thastrup et al., 1990). 
In such condition, addition of A23187 no longer induced the perinuclear actin 
remodeling (Fig. 3-5E and F), indicating that intracellular calcium is essential 
in this process. Thus, I conclude that the force induced perinuclear actin 
remodeling depends on release of intracellular calcium triggered by 
extracellular calcium influx. In the next step, the role of actin dynamics in this 
response was investigated.  
 
 
intensity over time. (D) Images of cell incubated in 2 mM EGTA labeled by 
Lifeact before and after force application. No effect of force application was 
detected. (E) Plots of normalized perinuclear actin intensity after force 




Figure 3-4. Force induced calcium influx triggers perinuclear actin 
remodeling.  
(A) Time-lapse images of calcium detected by fluorescence of calcium 
indicator G-CaMP and F-actin visualized by EGFP-Lifeact upon force 
application. Note that perinuclear actin rim appeared after calcium 
concentration increase. (B) High magnification view of perinuclear actin 
corresponding to the region inside the rectangular box in (A). (C) Plots of 
normalized perinuclear calcium and F-actin (see more legend in the last page) 
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Figure 3-5. Effects of calcium drugs on perinuclear actin remodeling.  
(A) Time-lapse images of calcium and actin upon addition of calcium 
ionophore A23187. Note that perinuclear actin rim appeared after calcium 
concentration increase. (B) Time-plots of normalized perinuclear calcium and 
actin intensity upon addition of A23187. (C) Images of actin before and after 
addition of 3 µM thapsigargin and plots of normalized perinuclear actin 
intensity during the process (D), N=2. (E) Images of cell pretreated with 
thapsigargin overnight before and after (see more legend in the next page)  
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3.2.3 The role of actin dynamics 
In order to understand how this perinuclear actin remodeling was regulated by 
actin dynamics, I employed different methods to perturb actin dynamics in live 
cells and studied their effects. To visualize multiple cells at the same time, I 
chose to stimulate the perinuclear actin remodeling using calcium ionophore 
A23187 instead of force application. In control group, addition of 2 µM of 
A23187 induced increase of perinuclear actin intensity around 1.6 folds 
compared to the original (Fig. 3-6A). When treated with the actin 
depolymerizing drug Cytochalasin D, the perinuclear actin remodeling 
triggered by A23187 was significantly inhibited (Fig. 3-6B). Stabilization of 
actin filaments by the drug Jasplakinolide also blocked A23187 induced 
perinuclear actin reorganization (Fig. 3-6C). Further, overexpression of a 
constitutively active mutant mDia1 ΔN3, a potent actin polymerization factor, 
attenuated the perinuclear actin remodeling (cell indicated by arrow in Fig. 
3-6D). Overall, these experiments indicate that actin dynamics is an important 
factor in modulating the perinuclear actin remodeling.  
 
 
addition of A23187, and plots of normalized perinuclear actin intensity (F). 
Note that prolonged thapsigargin pretreatment exhausting calcium stores 
abolished the effect of A23187 on perinuclear actin assembly. N=5. All scale 
bars = 10 µm.  
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In search of the factors regulating actin dynamics, which could be involved in 
the force/calcium induced perinuclear actin assembly, the roles of Arp2/3 
complex, Rho GTPase as well as Rho kinase (ROCK) in this phenomenon 
were examined using inhibitors. However, none of these inhibitors was found 
to have any significant effect on the perinuclear actin remodeling (Fig. 3-7), 
suggesting that neither Arp2/3 nor Rho-mediated pathways are involved in 





Figure 3-6. Effects of actin perturbations on perinuclear actin 
remodeling.  
(A) Images of actin before and after addition of A23187 and plots of 
normalized perinuclear actin intensity, N=4. (B-D) Images of cells pretreated 
with Cytochalasin D (B), Jasplakinolide (C), and expressing active form of 
mDia1, ΔN3 (D) before and after addition of A23187 and the corresponding 
plots of normalized perinuclear actin intensity over time. N=5, 6 and 5, 




Figure 3-7. Effects of inhibitors of Arp2/3, Rho and ROCK on the 
perinuclear actin remodeling 
Images of cells pretreated with inhibitors of Arp2/3 complex (CK-666), Rho 
(C3 transferase) and Rho kinase (Y-27632) before and after force application. 











3.2.4 Dispensability of Nesprin 2 and Filamin A  
To identify the molecular regulators involved in formation of the perinuclear 
actin rim, main targets were focused on actin associated proteins that localized 
to the perinuclear region or/and the nuclear envelope. Since nesprins couple 
the actin cytoskeleton and nuclear envelope as components of the LINC 
complex via KASH domain (Crisp et al., 2006), the involvement of nesprins in 
the force/calcium triggered perinuclear actin remodeling was examined. Cells 
were transfected with a GFP fused KASH domain of mouse nesprin 
-1α (Lombardi et al., 2011), which should displace endogenous KASH family 
proteins from the nuclear envelope. Indeed, nesprin 2 was removed from the 
nuclear envelope by overexpression of the GFP-KASH (Fig. 3-8A left and 
middle panels). However, removal of nesprin 2 did not affect the perinuclear 
actin remodeling induced by A23187 treatment (Fig. 3-8A right panel). This 
suggests that nesprin 2, and probably other nesprins, does not play critical 
roles in the perinuclear actin remodeling. 
Another actin associated protein constitutively enriched at the nuclear 
envelope is the actin bundling protein, filamin A (Fig. 3-8B (a)). To examine 
the involvement of filamin A in the perinuclear actin assembly, a filamin A 
knockout mouse embryonic fibroblast (MEF) cell line was used (Lynch et al., 
1997) (Fig. 3-8B (b) left panel). Upon addition of A23187, the perinuclear 
actin rim was still observed in filamin A knockout cell (Fig. 3-8B (b) right 
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panel), suggesting filamin A is also dispensable for this response.  
 
 
Figure 3-8. Nesprin 2 and Filamin A are dispensable for perinuclear actin 
remodeling 
(A) Effect of A23187 on cells expressing or non-expressing GFP-KASH. 
Nesprin 2 and F-actin were stained. Note that perinuclear actin rim formed 
independently of Nesprin 2. (B) (a) Z-projection of filamin A immunostaining 
in NIH3T3 cell. Note that fimalin A is localized to the nuclear envelope as 
well as stress fibers. (b) Effect of A23187 in filamin A knockout MEF cell. 
Note that addition of A23187 still efficiently produced the perinuclear actin 




3.2.5 The critical role of inverted formin 2  
The formin family proteins are important actin regulators. Inverted formin 2 is 
an endoplasmic reticulum (ER) associated protein (Chhabra et al., 2009; 
Korobova et al., 2013), which localizes at the perinuclear region with some 
enrichment at the nuclear envelope (Fig. 3-9A). Without stimulation, actin was 
barely localized around the nucleus (Fig. 3-9A top panel), while A23187 
treatment induced recruitment of F-actin to the perinuclear region, which 
co-localized with INF2 (Fig. 3-9A bottom panel). Based on this 
co-localization, roles of INF2 in the perinuclear actin remodeling was further 
examined.  
The expression of INF2 was silenced in NIH 3T3 cells using mouse INF2 
siRNAs (combo, GE Dharmacon SMARTpool), which led to ~80% reduction 
of perinuclear actin induced by A23187 treatment (Fig. 3-9B left and middle 
panel). To exclude the off-target effects, the four individual siRNAs from 
INF2 siRNA combo were expressed separately, among which three of them 
(siINF1-1, 2, 3) showed >50% knockdown effect (Fig. 3-9C). Furthermore, 
overexpression of human GFP-INF2 in INF2 depleted 3T3 cells rescued the 
phenotype of perinuclear actin assembly (Fig. 3-9B right panel and C).  
Fig. 3-9 D-F illustrate quantification of the calcium triggered perinuclear actin 
assembly in wild type, INF2 knockdown and INF2 rescued/overexpressing 
cells. Absolute perinuclear actin intensity without and with A23187 treatment 
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in wild type cells are presented in Fig. 3-9D, which shows remarkable increase 
upon A23187 treatment. Without A23187 stimulation, the perinuclear actin 
intensity in wild type, INF2 knockdown and INF2 overexpressing cells did not 
show significant difference, suggesting that the expression level of INF2 does 
not determine the amount of perinuclear actin without calcium stimulation 
(Fig. 3-9E). After addition of A23187, INF2 knockdown cells showed 
significantly less perinuclear actin level (normalized by wild type cells in the 
same experimental group) compared to the wild type cells (Fig. 3-9F). 
Overexpression of human GFP-INF2 in INF2 knocked down cells successfully 
rescued the perinuclear actin level. Altogether, these data show that INF2 






Figure 3-9. Roles of INF2 in perinuclear actin remodeling.  
(A) Fluorescence staining of F-actin and INF2 in non-treated and 
A23187-treated cells. Note that the perinuclear actin co-localized with INF2 
upon A23187 treatment. (B) Fluorescence (see more legend in the next page) 
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3.2.6 Ultrastructure of the perinuclear actin rim 
As the force/calcium induced perinuclear actin structure has not been reported 
previously, I proceeded with observing its ultrastructure to see whether it 
could provide more details. Super-resolution microscopy techniques were 
employed for this purpose. Upon addition of A23187, fixed cells co-stained 
for nuclear pore complex (NPC) and F-actin were applied for 3D structural 
illumination microscopy. After reconstruction, it was revealed that this 
perinuclear actin was a relatively continuous structure along the nuclear 
envelope compared to NPCs (Fig. 3-10A). Also, with staining of Alexa 
647-conjugated phalloidin, similar structure was presented from reconstructed 
dSTORM images (Fig. 3-10B). Width of the perinuclear actin layer was 
shown to be ~300 nm (Fig. 3-10B right panel). In addition, the apical, middle 
and basal planes of the perinuclear actin were observed by confocal 
microscopy with co-staining of α-actinin (Fig. 3-10C). 
 
 
staining of F-actin and INF2 in wild type, INF2 knockdown and INF2 (human) 
rescued cells upon A23187 treatment. (C) Immunoblots of INF2 and α-tubulin 
in wild type, INF2 knockdown and rescued cells. (D) Absolute perinuclear 
actin intensity in non-treated and A23187-treated wild type cells. ‘A’ denotes 
A23187. (E) Absolute perinuclear actin intensity in wild type, INF2 
knockdown and INF2 overexpressing cells without A23187 treatment. (F) 
Quantification of perinuclear actin intensity in wild type, INF2 knockdown 
and rescued cells. All data were normalized by perinuclear actin intensity in 
wild type cells after A23187 treatment. For all quantifications, N>10. All scale 








In this study, a novel actin remodeling process induced by mechanical force 
was discovered. Upon local force application to the cell boundary, a distal 
effect emerged at the perinuclear region, where transient actin polymerization 
occurred in ~ 2 min time scale, forming a rim around the nucleus. This 
dynamic actin reorganization was visualized using a sensitive F-actin marker 
Lifeact (Riedl et al., 2008) under high spatiotemporal resolution. The force 
induced perinuclear actin remodeling can be repeated in the same cell upon 
multiple stimulations. α-actinin, a crosslinking protein of actin filaments, also 
accumulates to the perinuclear rim simultaneously with actin. Although 
various studies have reported observations of actin reorganization upon 
mechanical stimuli (see Chapter 1), this transient perinuclear actin structure is 




Figure 3-10. Ultrastructure of perinuclear actin upon A23187 stimulation 
(A) Reconstructed SIM images comparing perinuclear F-actin (green) induced 
by A23187 treatment and NPC (Nup153, red) localizations. High 
magnification and superimposed images are shown on the right. Actin forms a 
continuous rim around the nucleus. Scale bar = 10 µm and 1 µm, respectively. 
(B) Reconstructed dSTORM images with staining of F-actin after addition of 
A23187 and the corresponding high magnification view. Scale bar = 10 µm 
and 1 µm, respectively. (C) Apical, middle and basal panels of confocal 
images showing staining of F-actin and α-actinin after addition of A23187. 
Scale bar = 10 µm. 
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As shown in previous studies, integrin signaling can be important in regulating 
mechanotransduction and actin remodeling (Chan et al., 2010; Riveline et al., 
2001; Wang et al., 2005a). However, I found that neither blocking focal 
adhesion formation by plating cells on poly-L-lysine coated substrate, nor 
inhibition of focal adhesion kinase abolished the perinuclear actin assembly, 
indicating that integrin signaling is not critical for this response. Another 
possible signaling pathway responding to mechanical stimulation is based on 
activation of stretch-activated calcium channels (Coste et al., 2012; Glogauer 
et al., 1995; Munevar et al., 2004; Ruder et al., 2012; Woo et al., 2014). Using 
a genetically encoded calcium indicator G-CaMP, cellular calcium 
concentration was monitored upon force application, and a calcium burst was 
observed prior to the perinuclear actin assembly. The calcium ionophore 
A23187 successfully recapitulated the same perinuclear actin response. 
Further, I revealed that the force triggered perinuclear actin remodeling was 
dependent on extracellular calcium influx as well as intracellular calcium 
release.  
In search of possible molecular regulators for the perinuclear actin assembly, 
two types of proteins were considered, actin polymerization factors and actin 
associated proteins localized at the perinuclear region. First, the relevance of 
Arp2/3 complex to this force induced response was examined, but inhibition 
of Arp2/3 complex by CK-666 did not show any significant effect to the 
perinuclear actin remodeling. Next, it was found that depletion of endogenous 
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nesprins, the proteins connecting nuclear envelope and actin cytoskeleton, also 
did not abolish this response. Further, it was shown that in spite of its 
localization at the nuclear envelope, the actin crosslinking protein filamin A 
was not important for this actin remodeling process as well. Finally, I found 
that a member of the formin family, inverted formin-2, was localized to the 
perinuclear region and nuclear envelope. Silencing of INF2 did significantly 
attenuate the calcium induced perinuclear actin remodeling, while expression 
of exogenous INF2 rescued the phenomenon. Together, these results show that 
the force induced perinuclear actin reorganization is mediated by calcium 
signaling and formin INF2. 
However, how the calcium signaling regulates INF2 and the subsequent 
perinuclear actin remodeling is not understood. A hypothesis has been 
proposed based on some supplementary observations and literatures. Firstly, 
the fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) experiment shows that 
actin dynamics increases from cell periphery to the perinuclear region (Fig. 
S3-1A and B). Secondly, upon A23187 treatment, while the actin intensity in 
the perinuclear region increased, it dropped at the cell periphery (Fig. S3-1C). 
Moreover, it has been shown that the actin depolymerizing and severing 
factors, cofilin and gelsolin, are both activated by calcium (Robinson et al., 
1999; Wang et al., 2005b), and G-actin can directly activate the actin 
polymerizing activity of INF2 (Ramabhadran et al., 2013). Therefore, I 
propose that the force induced calcium burst first triggers actin 
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depolymerization over the whole cell, which results in increase of cellular 
G-actin concentration. Duo to the distribution of cellular F-actin and the 
geometry of cell, G-actin tends to migrate from cell periphery to the 
perinuclear region, which further promotes INF2 activation and perinuclear 
actin assembly. Schematic of this working hypothesis is shown in Fig. S3-1D. 
Based on this hypothesis, a mathematical model was generated (by Alex 
Mogilner, Department of Mathematics, University of California, Davis), 
which successfully fits the experimental data of the perinuclear and peripheral 
actin intensity over time (Fig. S3-1E).  
Lastly, I ask what can be the functional meanings of this perinuclear actin 
structure. It has been shown that magnetic force induced actin assembly 
affects MAL nuclear transport (Iyer et al., 2012), suggesting a role of actin 
remodeling in signal transduction. Calcium dynamics affects the nuclear 
transport of transcription factor NFAT, which involves the regulation by actin 
cytoskeleton (Hogan et al., 2003; Rivas et al., 2004). These evidences indicate 
that the force/calcium mediated perinuclear actin remodeling may participate 
in delivering mechanical signals from the cytoplasm to the nucleus. On the 
other hand, the perinuclear actin remodeling may be involved in cellular 
protection machinery when cell is perturbed by external mechanical stimuli. 
The process of wound healing in tissues shares some common features to the 
cellular actin reorganization upon force application. Both of them involve 
rapid calcium response and actin remodeling (Antunes et al., 2013; Soto et al., 
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2013). As the magnitude of force applied in this system is relatively large, it is 
possible that at cellular level, cells respond to big perturbation similarly as 
wound healing in tissues by controlling calcium and actin homeostasis. As this 
process involves a transient polymerized actin structure around the nucleus, it 
may function as a kinetic barrier to filter nuclear signals and protect the 
genome integrity until cellular homeostasis is reestablished. Possible functions 
of the perinuclear actin remodeling in directions of cell signaling and cell 










region and the midpoint, as shown by boxes in (A). Cumulative data of 5 
independent experiments are shown. Note that the fluorescence in perinuclear 
region recovered within 100 sec to ~75% of the original intensity, while 
during the same time, actin intensity in the peripheral area recovered to < 50% 
of the original level, suggesting actin is more dynamic in the perinuclear 
region. (C) Actin intensity at cell periphery drops upon addition of A23187. 
N=4. (D) Schematic of working hypothesis explaining the perinuclear actin 
remodeling. (E) Simulation of G-actin, perinuclear F-actin and peripheral 
F-actin intensity over time. The time series of calcium concentration obtained 
from experiments act as input of the model. 
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3.4 Supplementary Figure 
 
Figure S3-1. Working hypothesis: formation of the perinuclear actin 
structure 
(A) Time-lapse images of FRAP experiments in cells transfected with 
GFP-actin. Scale bar = 10 µm. (B) Normalized actin intensity during FRAP in 
the regions at cell periphery, perinuclear (see more legend in the last page) 
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Chapter 4  Localization and dynamics 
of formin mDia2 at the nuclear 
envelope 
4.1 Introduction 
Eukaryotic cells separate their main genome from cytoplasmic components by 
a double-membrane luminous structure, termed as nuclear envelope (NE). 
This compartmentalization results in efficient gene transcription and 
regulation, and at the same time ensures essential signal communication 
between the nucleus and cytoplasm. The selective channels embedded in NE, 
the nuclear pore complexes (NPC), are responsible for exchange of 
biochemical materials and signals. The bidirectional movement of the large 
number of transport cargos and receptors contributes to a busy and highly 
dynamic nucleocytoplasmic interface (Wente and Rout, 2010).  
The subcellular localization largely confines a protein’s behaviors and 
functions. Formin family proteins have emerged as important regulators of 
actin assembly and cytoskeleton remodeling (Chesarone et al., 2010). 
Although the involvement of formins in functional regulation of global actin 
network as well as specialized actin-based modules has been well described, 
the subcellular localization of formins is less understood. Mammalian 
diaphanous-related formins (mDia), including mDia1-3, is one of the most 
studied formin subgroups, which are well known to be activated by small 
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GTPases such as Rho family proteins. Formin mDia2 is mostly involved in the 
generation of membrane protrusions and cytokinesis. The corresponding 
localizations of mDia2 have been observed in filopodia, cytokinetic rings and 
midbodies (Watanabe et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2007). In addition, mDia2 has 
also been reported to localize to endosomes and involved in endosome 
trafficking (Wallar et al., 2007).  
The N-terminus of mDia2 preceding the actin-polymerizing formin homology 
domains (FH1-FH2) has been proposed as membrane targeting sequence, 
namely 1~90-aa basic domain. This may shed light on the filopodia 
localization of active mDia2 (Gorelik et al., 2011). In additional to the 
polybasic domain, the N-terminus is also responsible for nuclear shuttling of 
mDia2. The 16~39-aa has been identified as a functional nuclear localization 
signal (NLS) (Miki et al., 2009). The nuclear mDia2 has been showed to 
trigger nuclear actin polymerization and further enhance serum response factor 
transcriptional activity (Baarlink et al., 2013). 
The dynamics of formins has been explored in a few studies by in vitro 
experiments (Chhabra and Higgs, 2006; Gaillard et al., 2011; Harris et al., 
2006; Jegou et al., 2013). Yet, the characterization of formin dynamics in live 
cells has been very less accomplished. Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy 
(FCS) is a single-molecule-sensitive technique aimed at quantifying 
fluorophore kinetics in live cells. It detects fluctuations of the fluorescent 
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signal when it passing through an illuminated volume. Upon calculation of the 
self-similarity of a signal over time, a series of photophysical properties during 
photodynamic process (~10-9-10-5 sec) and diffusion process (~10-5-10-1 sec) 
can be extracted (Foo et al., 2012) (For FCS principles, see Fig. S4-1 and 
Chapter 2). 
In this chapter, I report a novel localization of the formin mDia2 on the outer 
nuclear membrane. It displayed similar localization pattern to the NPCs and 
the nuclear import receptor, importin β, under super-resolution microscopy. 
This localization was shown to be dependent on the NLS sequence of mDia2 
and its interaction with importin β. Employing FCS, I also showed that the 
motility of mDia2 and importin β was more restricted around the nuclear 
envelope compared to in the cytoplasm. These quantitative results, together 
with the NE localization of mDia2, provide potential implications of mDia2 





4.2.1 Accumulation of mDia2 to nuclear envelope (NE) 
In order to study the localization of mDia formins, Hela JW cells were 
transfected with EGFP-fused wild type mDia2 or mDia1 and were examined 
under confocal microscopy. While both mDia1 and mDia2 predominantly 
distributed over the whole cytoplasm, EGFP-mDia2, and not mDia1, showed 
an enhanced localization around the NE (Fig. 4-1A and B top panel). 
Fluorescence profiles indicating line intensity in the images show two peaks at 
NE for mDia2 and not mDia1 (Fig. 4-1A and B bottom panel). Since it has 
been reported that mDia2 shuttles back and forth between nucleus and the 
cytoplasm depending on nuclear transport machinery (Miki et al., 2009), I 
further tested whether NLS sequence of mDia2 played a role in inducing this 
localization. A mutant of mDia2 that lacks of complete NLS, mDia2 ΔN 
(33~1171-aa), was disabled in nuclear shuttling (Fig. S4-2). Cells transfected 
with mDia2 ΔN did not show this NE localization (Fig. 4-1C), suggesting 
NLS was necessary in generating NE localization of mDia2. To quantitatively 
show the observation, the level of mDia2 enrichment was presented by 
normalized NE intensity. The normalization was done by comparing mDia2 
intensity at NE with that in the cytoplasm of the same cell. Value of it >1 
indicates presence of NE accumulation of mDia2. This normalized NE 
intensity in wild type mDia2 turned out to be ~40% higher than that of mDia1 
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and mDia2 ΔN (Fig. 4-1D). To examine whether the accumulation of mDia2 
was due to the overexpression of GFP-fused protein, the NE intensity of 
mDia2 was plotted with various expression level. Pearson correlation 
coefficient -0.32 (adjusted R-square 0.077) indicates that the NE enrichment is 
not primarily caused by overexpression effect (Fig. 4-1E). Immunostaining of 
endogenous mDia2 showed similar localization at NE (Fig. 4-1F). Comparing 
to endogenous mDia1, the NE intensity of endogenous mDia2 was 
significantly higher (Fig. 4-1G). Together, these results suggest that mDia2 is 





Figure 4-1. Accumulation of mDia2 to the nuclear envelope.  
(A-C) Images of Hela JW cells expressing EGFP-mDia2 (A), EGFP-mDia1 
(B), EGFP-mDia2 ΔN (C) and intensity profiles of fluorescence along the red 
line in corresponding images. (D) Comparison of normalized NE intensity 
among EGFP-mDia2, EGFP-mDia1 and EGFP-mDia2 ΔN. (E) Normalized 
NE intensity in cells expressing different levels of EGFP-mDia2. (F) 
Immunostaining of endogenous mDia2 and the intensity profile along the red 
line. (G) Comparison of normalized NE intensity between endogenous mDia2 
and mDia1. Three stars, p<0.001; one star, p<0.05 in t-test. Peaks are 
indicated by arrows. All scale bars = 5µm. 
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4.2.2 mDia2 is localized to the cytoplasmic side of NE 
To determine whether the mDia2 enrichment is localized to the outer or inner 
side of NE, I proceeded with immunostaining using different detergent 
permeabilization methods. While Triton permeabilizes all membrane 
structures, low concentration of digitonin only permeabilizes the plasma 
membrane and keeps the nuclear membranes intact (Crisp et al., 2006). 
Therefore, the NE localization of mDia2 can be visible only if it is in the 
cytoplasmic side. Here, mDia2 antibody staining was able to detect the NE 
enrichment in cells expressing EGFP-mDia2 permeabilized by digitonin (Fig. 
4-2A arrows), indicating it was localized to the outer side of NE. 
Heterochromatin protein-1α ( HP1α ), a nuclear localizing protein, was 
co-stained with mDia2 to show the effect of permeabilization using different 
protocols. Normalized NE intensity of EGFP-mDia2 and mDia2 staining after 
Triton or digitonin permeabilization are plotted in Fig. 4-2B, in which no 
quantitatively difference is shown between Triton and digitonin treated groups. 
Overall, these results show that mDia2 is localized to the cytoplasmic side of 
the nuclear envelope. In the next step, super-resolution microscopy was 




Figure 4-2. mDia2 is localized to the cytoplasmic side of NE.  
(A) Co-staining of mDia2 and HP1α in Hela JW cells expressing 
EGFP-mDia2 after Triton or digitonin permeabilization. After digitonin 
permeabilization, nuclear membrane remains intact and therefore nuclear 
proteins such as HP1a are not accessible to antibodies. mDia2, however, is 
successfully labelled in this condition, suggesting that it localizes at the outer 
surface of the NE. Scale bar = 5µm. (B) Comparison of normalized NE 
intensity of EGFP-mDia2 and mDia2 immunostaining in Triton and digitonin 
treated groups. Tri: Triton permeabilized; Dig: digitonin permeabilized; GFP: 




4.2.3 Co-localization of mDia2 with NPC and importin β  at 
NE 
In order to find out why mDia2 is anchored to the nuclear membrane, I 
employed structural illumination microscopy to examine mDia2 localization at 
the scale of super-resolution. After imaging reconstruction, the NE enrichment 
of mDia2 was revealed to be discontinuous patches distributed along the 
nuclear borderline (Fig. 4-3A), which appeared similar to the pattern of NPC. 
Immunostaining of a NPC component Nup153 as well as the nuclear import 
receptor importin β was done on EGFP-mDia2 expressing cells. SIM images 
showed that mDia2 co-localized with both Nup153 and importin β at NE, 
while it did not co-localize with laminB1 (Fig. 4-3B-D and Fig. S4-3A-C). To 
analyze the level of co-localization, I calculated the Pearson correlation 
coefficient (PCC) between intensity of different groups of proteins along the 
nuclear borderline. The intensity profile was obtained by drawing a line with 
width along nuclear borderline and then taking average value along the width 
as intensity of one point. Detailed statistical description and comparison are 
presented in Fig. S4-4. In short, the PCC values in groups of Nup153/mDia2 
and importin β/mDia2 are ~4-5 folds higher than that of lamin/mDia2 (Fig. 
4-3F). Meanwhile, PCC value in group of importin β/mDia2 is ~1.4 folds 
higher than that of Nup153/mDia2 (Fig. 4-3F), which might imply that mDia2 
interact with NPC via importin β. These data indicate that importin β and 
nuclear transport machinery may be involved in localizing mDia2 to the NE. 
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Hence, in the next step, I examined the role of importin β in regulating this 
mDia2 NE localization. 
 
 
Figure 4-3. Co-localization of mDia2 with NPC and importin β  at NE.  
(A) Reconstructed SIM image of mDia2. (B-D) Reconstructed SIM images of 
protein co-localization: whole-cell images (top) and high magnification views 
(bottom). All scale bars = 1µm. (E) Pearson correlation coefficient of (B-D) 
indicating level of co-localization. Nup: Nup153; mDia: mDia2; Imp: importin 
β; Lmn: lamin B1. Three stars, p<0.001; one star, p<0.05 in t-test. 
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4.2.4 Knockdown of importin β  attenuates mDia2 recruitment 
at NE 
To understand the involvement of importin β in the NE localization of mDia2, 
I first examined the effect of importin β depletion on mDia2 localization. 
Human importin β siRNAs (SMARTpool, GE Dharmacon) were transfected 
into Hela JW cells together with EGFP-mDia2. Immunostaining and 
immunoblot analysis showed that the expression of importin β was 
significantly reduced (> 50%) by siRNAs (Fig. 4-4A red and B). The decrease 
of importin β level largely reduced mDia2 intensity at the nuclear rim, as 
shown in Fig. 4-4A (green). This result is better illustrated by binary images 
after adjusting threshold together with the intensity profiles as shown in Fig. 
4-4A right panel. In importin β silenced cells, the normalized mDia2 intensity 
at NE showed > 70% drop compared to the control cells (Fig. 4-4C). These 
data indicate that importin β is involved in generating the enrichment of 
mDia2 at the NE. Next, I proceeded to see whether mDia2 and importin β 




Figure 4-4. Knockdown of importin β  attenuates mDia2 localization at 
NE.  
(A) Left: Immunostaining of importin β (red) in cells transfected with control 
or importin β siRNAs together with EGFP-mDia2 (green). Right: mDia2 
images after adjusting threshold, and the intensity profiles along the red lines. 
Peaks are indicated by arrows. Scale bars = 10µm. (B) Immunoblots of 
importin β and GAPDH in control and importin β knockdown cells. (C) 
Comparison of normalized mDia2 intensity at NE in control and importin β 




4.2.5 Interaction between mDia2 and importin β    
Although it was previously found that the nuclear import of mDia2 was 
dependent on importin β, only the interaction of mDia2 and importin α, a 
transport adaptor of importin β, was detected by in vitro binding assay using 
purified proteins (Miki et al., 2009). To examine the interaction of mDia2 and 
importin β, I performed co-immunoprecipitation assay using HEK 293T cells. 
Cells were transfected with EGFP-fused mDia2, either wild type or ΔN, 
together with mCherry-importin, and were lysed 36 hours after the 
transfection. Cell lysate was applied for immunoprecipitation with GFP 
antibody and protein G Sepharose beads. After immunoblot, both exogenous 
and endogenous importin β were found to be pulled down by wild type 
EGFP-mDia2, while EGFP-mDia2 ΔN displayed significantly weaker binding 
to importin β (Fig. 4-5). Τhis result suggests that the interaction of mDia2 and 
importin β is dependent on the N-terminal sequence and NE localization of 
mDia2.  
Together, these results show that importin β induces mDia2 localization at the 
outer nuclear membrane, and the interaction of mDia2 and importin β is 




Figure 4-5. Interaction of mDia2 and importin β  detected by co- 
immunoprecipitation (IP) assay.   
Lysate of cells co-transfected with EGFP-mDia2 (wild type or ΔN) and 
mCherry-importin β were incubated with GFP antibody (GFP-Ab) and protein 
G Sepharose beads. Portions of the input (whole cell lysate) and bound 
proteins from IP were applied to SDS-PAGE followed by immunoblotting (IB) 
using antibodies against GFP, importin β and α-tubulin. While the wild type 
mDia2 pulled down importin β, the mDia2 with truncated N-terminus 




4.2.6 Diffusion profiles of mDia2 and importin β  measured by 
fluorescence correlation spectroscopy 
In addition to investigating the mechanism of mDia2 localization at the 
nuclear rim, I employed fluorescence correlation spectroscopy to further 
characterize the subcompartmental dynamics of mDia2. In Hela JW cells 
transfected with EGFP-mDia2, FCS measurements were taken in the same cell 
both at the nuclear envelope and at the bulk of cytoplasm in succession. For 
measurements at NE, the illumination volume was focused to the nuclear 
boundary from the bottom (Fig. 4-6A). Three independent sets of experiments 
were done, with > 700 measurements collected. All autocorrelation function 
(ACF) curves were fitted using 3-dimentional (3D) anomalous diffusion 
model, and the same hereinafter. The output of FCS is presented by the 
diffusion time (τD), which stands for the average time taken a fluorephore to 
diffuse through the illuminated volume, and the anomalous factor (α) that 
indicates level of hindered diffusion (see Chapter 2 for FCS principles). Here, 
the motility of mDia2 is significantly less at NE, with the diffusion time >23% 
longer compared to in the cytoplasm (Fig. 4-6B). The anomalous factor also 
indicates more restricted diffusion at NE, despite to a less extent compared to 
diffusion time (Fig. 4-6B). The ACF curves presenting FCS measurements at 
both subcompartments are plotted in Fig. 4-6C, which turns out to be wider for 
NE group, indicating longer diffusion time. The histograms presenting 
diffusion time from all individual measurements of EGFP-mDia2 are shown in 
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Fig. 4-6D, in which the NE group shows a shift to the larger value compared 
to the cytoplasmic group. These data suggest that mDia2 is less dynamic at the 
nuclear rim compared to in the cytosol. This characteristic of mDia2 
corresponds to its enrichment at the NE, where it is trapped by the interaction 
with importin β and probably other molecules associated with the NE.  
FCS experiments were also done in GFP-importin β transfected Hela JW cells. 
Unlike mDia2 that is predominantly localized in the cytoplasm with some NE 
enrichment, the nuclear import receptor importin β shows bulk enrichment at 
the NE with moderate cytoplasmic and nucleoplasmic localizations. Similarly, 
FCS for GFP-importin β was measured at the bulk of cytoplasm and the 
bottom nuclear envelope in succession (Fig. 4-7A). Quantification from three 
independent sets of experiments, with >400 measurements, demonstrates that 
both diffusion time and anomalous factor indicate significantly less motility of 
importin β at the nuclear rim compared to in the cytoplasm (Fig. 4-7B). The 
subcompartmental discrepancy of importin β dynamics is not as much as that 
of mDia2, and hence, no much difference is shown by the shape of ACF 
curves and the histograms (Fig. 4-7C and D).  
Altogether, these diffusion profiles suggest that the mobility of both mDia2 
and importin β are more restricted in the proximity of nucleus compared to in 
the bulk of cytoplasm. These results have faithfully recapitulated the key 
findings of this study in a quantitative manner. 
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Figure 4-6. Diffusion profiles of mDia2 in the cytoplasm and at NE 
(A) Confocal images of EGFP-mDia2 transfected cells. Plus signs stand for 
sites of FCS measurement. Scale bars = 5µm. (B) Statistical quantification of 
FCS measurement after fitting. Diffusion time (tauD) and anomalous factor 
are compared. T-test analysis revealed that both value of tauD and anomalous 
factor are significantly different at NE and the cytoplasm (p-value < 0.05, 
labeled in red color). (C) Examples of fitted ACF curve from each group. (D) 




Figure 4-7. Diffusion profiles of importin β  in cytoplasm and at NE 
(A) Confocal images of GFP-importin β transfected cells. Plus signs stand for 
sites of FCS measurement. Scale bars = 5µm. (B) Statistical quantification of 
FCS measurement after fitting. Diffusion time (tauD) and anomalous factor 
for GFP-importin β at NE and the cytoplasm were compared and found to be 
slightly different (0.01 < p-value < 0.05, labelled in red color). (C) Examples 
of fitted ACF curve from each group. (D) Histogram showing distribution of 




In this chapter, I report a novel localization of formin mDia2 at the nuclear 
envelope. This localization relies on the interaction with importin β via the 
nuclear localization signal of mDia2. Previous study has revealed that the 
nuclear import of mDia2 is facilitated by the classical transport machinery, in 
which a bipartite basic NLS is recognized by the importin α/β complex (Miki 
et al., 2009). Single molecule studies on importin-based nuclear import have 
reported that transport events can create trajectory clouds of the import 
complex around the NPC due to the interaction time lag when passing through 
it (Sun et al., 2008; Yang and Musser, 2006). It was found that both successful 
entry and abortive entry spent similar interaction time with the NPC. Hence, 
the import complexes turned out to show bigger trajectory clouds outside 
NPCs owing to the abortive entry (Fig. S4-5A), which was shown to account 
for ~50% of the total transport events in the context of 0.1 nM import complex 
in vitro. Such transport-induced localization, however, has not been much 
recorded in living cells. My study revealed an importin β dependent nuclear 
rim localization of a nucleocytoplasmic shuttling protein mDia2, which 
probably employs a similar localizing mechanism. This finding may provide 
an example of the nuclear import-driven cargo localization at the NE and 
NPCs in living cells. The schematic of mDia2 localization at the nuclear rim 
based on this assumption is illustrated in Fig. S4-5B.  
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Formin mDia2 is a potent actin nucleation and polymerization factor. In the 
last chapter, I showed that mechanical stimulation could induce actin assembly 
at the nuclear rim depending on calcium signaling and INF2, which 
demonstrates a pathway of perinuclear actin regulation by formin. Given the 
localization at NE, involvement of mDia2 in the force/calcium induced 
perinuclear actin remodeling is also worth to be examined. At the same time, I 
found that the actin barbed ends, labeled by Alexa 568-conjugated G-actin 
(Kovacs et al., 2011), are constitutively present at the nuclear rim irrespective 
of calcium stimulation (data not shown). These actin barbed ends may be 
connected to nesprins as reported previously (Munter et al., 2006), but it is 
also possible that they are targeted by other actin nucleators to the NE. Indeed, 
it has been recently found that formin FHOD1 interacts with nesprin and 
mediates TAN line formation and nuclear movement (Kutscheidt et al., 2014). 
This provides another solid example of actin regulation by perinuclear formin. 
With this, roles of mDia2 in TAN line should also be examined in future 
studies. Moreover, in cells expressing active form of mDia2 (411~1171-aa, 
DID truncated), remarkable actin fibers were observed at the NE (	

	). Although formation of these actin fibers at NE is not necessarily 
based on mDia2 localization, the potential of active mDia2 in promoting actin 
polymerization at NE is indicated. Together, these data imply that mDia2 
enriched at the nuclear rim may act as actin nucleator to facilitate actin 
assembly in close proximity to the nucleus. 
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mDia2 is a protein closely related to mitosis in several aspects. On the one 
hand, it is required in the formation of cytokinesis contractile ring, which 
plays a key role in the completion of mitosis by separating of two daughter 
cells (Watanabe et al., 2008; Watanabe et al., 2010). During anaphase to 
telophase, mDia2 is localized to the cleavage furrow and stabilizes the actin 
scaffold. It also concentrates in the midbody at the end of cytokinesis. 
Although role of mDia2 in midbody has not been specified, its capacity in 
stabilizing microtubule has been described several times elsewhere (Bartolini 
and Gundersen, 2010; Bartolini et al., 2008; Gaillard et al., 2011). On the 
other hand, the expression level of mDia2 is precisely regulated by the cell 
cycle. It has been found that amount of mDia2 increases during S phase and 
mitosis. Afterwards, mDia2 is degraded at the end of mitosis mediated by 
ubiquitin (Deward and Alberts, 2009). These evidences suggest that mDia2 
plays an important role in facilitating mitosis progress. Since many cargoes of 
importin β are spindle assembly factors that are spatially regulated by 
RanGTP gradient (see Chapter 1 and Fig. 1-6B), mDia2 could also be a factor 
modulated by this mechanism, which may in turn facilitate its other unknown 
mitotic functions. This possibility provides another avenue for future studies. 
The diffusion profile of a protein can provide information from many aspects, 
including size and concentration of the molecule/complex as well as evidence 
of protein interactions. Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) 
has been the most commonly used method to make this kinetic measurement 
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(Sprague and McNally, 2005). However, limited by the speed of imaging 
acquisition, for fast diffusing molecules the recovery curve can be hardly 
drawn accurately. For this reason, FRAP is only applicable for molecules 
diffusing relatively slow. In this work, I employed another approach to 
characterize protein dynamics, fluorescence correlation spectroscopy, which 
allows characterization of a large range of diffusion process (~10-5-10-1 sec). 
By comparison between sites at NE and cytoplasm, I found that mDia2 as well 
as importin β displayed significantly less motility at the nuclear rim, indicating 
that they are trapped and have more interactions at NE. These results fit my 
findings of the NE localization of mDia2 as well as the mDia2-importin β 
interaction in a quantitative manner. Although performing FCS in live cells is 
still challenging, which requires high stability of the system and proper choice 
and fluorescent labeling, it still could be a potentially useful technique to 





4.4 Supplementary figures 
Figure S4-1. Principles of FCS. 
(A) Illustration of FCS measurement: When fluorescent signals diffuse into 
the observation volume (a), the average intensity fluctuation is traced with 
time (b). The self-similarity of the intensity is then calculated as a function of 




Figure S4-2. mDia2 nuclear shuttling is inhibited by N-terminal 
truncation. 
Images of cells transfected with EGFP-mDia2 (wild type or ΔN) after 
Leptomycin B (LMB) treatment. Scale bar = 10µm. *LMB is an inhibitor of 
CRM1-mediated nuclear export. Nucleocytoplasmic shuttling proteins show 






autocorrelation function (ACF) curve (c-d).The curve can be fitted by 
theoretical model to extract information (e). (B) An ACF is composed of 
photodynamic process P(τ) and diffusion process D(τ) (a). The time 
corresponding to half amplitude of the curve indicates the diffusion time τD 
and correlates with the size of complex (b), while amplitude of the diffusion 
process G(0) correlates with fluorophore concentration N (c). Different 




Figure S4-3. SIM images of proteins at NE and their intensity profiles. 
(A-C) Left: Reconstructed SIM images of proteins at NE with split channels: 
whole-cell images and high magnification views. All scale bar = 1µm. Right: 
Examples of normalized intensity profiles along the nuclear borderline of 
corresponding groups. Co-localizations are indicated by arrows on the plots. 





Figure S4-4. Statistical analysis of correlations between localization of 
mDia2 and other proteins associated with NE.  
(A) Mean and standard deviation of Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC). 
Data of PCC obtained from different cells were first analysed for normality 
using K-S test, followed by F-test for variances. At level of 0.05, all groups of 
data were significantly drawn from a normally distributed population without 
significant variance difference. (B) Data were then analysed via t-test 
assuming equal variances. Three stars indicated p<0.001 and one star p<0.05 
in t-test. The data shows that PCC between import β and mDia2 is slightly but 
significantly higher than that between Nup153 and mDia2, while both these 
coefficients are significantly larger than correlation between mDia2 and lamin. 
Imp: import β; Nup: Nup153 (NPC). 
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Figure S4-5. Possible mechanism inducing mDia2 enrichment at NE. 
(A) Trajectories of successful entry (red) and abortive entry (blue) of the 
importin β complex, which leads to enrichment of the complex at the outer 
nuclear membrane. Adapted from (Yang and Musser, 2006) (B) Schematic of 
mechanism underlying mDia2 enrichment at NE based on the ‘transport- 
driven’ assumption. The mDia2-importin α/β complex tends to accumulate 




Chapter 5  Conclusions and future 
directions 
5.1 Conclusions 
This thesis work has addressed the roles of mechanical stimulation and formin 
family proteins in the regulation of perinuclear actin dynamics. The main 
findings and contributions made in this thesis work are the following: 
It was found that force application at the cell periphery induced a transient and 
reversible perinuclear actin remodeling process. Burst of intracellular calcium 
was essential in triggering this process. 
It was shown that actin depolymerization and re-polymerization were key 
events in the force and calcium-induced perinuclear actin remodeling. Formin 
INF2, localized in the perinuclear region, was an important player in 
modulating this perinuclear actin assembly. 
Formin mDia2 was revealed to localize to the nuclear envelope. 
Co-localization of mDia2 and its transport receptor importin β was shown at 
the outer nuclear membrane around nuclear pore complexes. Importin β was 
necessary to target mDia2 at the nuclear envelope, and the interaction between 
importin β and mDia2 was detected. From the fluorescence correlation 
spectroscopy measurements, the dynamics of mDia2 demonstrated lower 
motility at the perinuclear region than at the bulk of cytoplasm.  
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Regulation of perinuclear actin by formin INF2 and mDia2 was discussed in 
depth at the end of each chapter, based on experimental evidences and 
hypothetical models. 
Taken together, this thesis has reported a mechanotransduction process 
involving perinuclear actin remodeling and formin activation. It also reveals 
the localization, protein interaction and dynamic characteristics of formins in 
the perinuclear region of living cells. Possible roles of perinuclear actin and 
formins in the regulation of nuclear functions are discussed. 
5.2 Future directions 
Future work will be devoted to understanding the physiological significance of 
the perinuclear actin remodeling triggered by force/calcium. The mechanism 
that leads to INF2-mediated perinuclear actin polymerization upon calcium 
burst will also be addressed. Furthermore, the role of mDia2 in the regulation 
of perinuclear actin assembly, in particular the force/calcium-induced transient 
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Schwartz,) T.) (2013).) Functional) insights) from) studies) on) the) structure) of) the)nuclear)pore)and)coat)protein)complexes.)Cold)Spring)Harb)Perspect)Biol!5.)Schwille,)P.,)and)Haustein,)E.)(2006).)Fluorescence)Correlation)Spectroscopy)1)An)Introduction)to)its)Concepts)and)Applications.)Shimozawa,) T.,) and) Ishiwata,) S.) (2009).) Mechanical) distortion) of) single) actin)filaments)induced)by)external)force:)detection)by)fluorescence)imaging.)Biophys)J!96,)103611044.)Shivashankar,) G.V.) (2011).) Mechanosignaling) to) the) cell) nucleus) and) gene)regulation.)Annu)Rev)Biophys!40,)3611378.)Simon,)D.N.,)and)Wilson,)K.L.)(2011).)The)nucleoskeleton)as)a)genome1associated)dynamic)'network)of)networks'.)Nat)Rev)Mol)Cell)Bio!12,)6951708.)Smith,) A.,) Brownawell,) A.,) and) Macara,) I.G.) (1998).) Nuclear) import) of) Ran) is)mediated)by)the)transport)factor)NTF2.)Curr)Biol!8,)140311406.)Soto,)X.,)Li,)J.,)Lea,)R.,)Dubaissi,)E.,)Papalopulu,)N.,)and)Amaya,)E.)(2013).)Inositol)kinase)and) its)product)accelerate)wound)healing)by)modulating) calcium) levels,)Rho)GTPases,)and)F1actin)assembly.)Proc)Natl)Acad)Sci)U)S)A!110,)11029111034.)Spector,) I.,) Shochet,) N.R.,) Blasberger,) D.,) and) Kashman,) Y.) (1989).)Latrunculins11novel)marine)macrolides) that)disrupt)microfilament)organization)and)affect)cell)growth:)I.)Comparison)with)cytochalasin)D.)Cell)Motil)Cytoskeleton!
13,)1271144.)Sprague,) B.L.,) and) McNally,) J.G.) (2005).) FRAP) analysis) of) binding:) proper) and)fitting.)Trends)Cell)Biol!15,)84191.)Stade,)K.,) Ford,) C.S.,) Guthrie,) C.,) and)Weis,) K.) (1997).) Exportin) 1) (Crm1p)) is) an)essential)nuclear)export)factor.)Cell!90,)104111050.)Starr,) D.A.,) and) Fridolfsson,) H.N.) (2010).) Interactions) between) nuclei) and) the)cytoskeleton) are) mediated) by) SUN1KASH) nuclear1envelope) bridges.) Annu) Rev)Cell)Dev)Biol!26,)4211444.)Staus,)D.P.,)Taylor,)J.M.,)and)Mack,)C.P.)(2011).)Enhancement)of)mDia2)activity)by)Rho1kinase1dependent) phosphorylation) of) the) diaphanous) autoregulatory)domain.)Biochem)J!439,)57165.)Sun,) C.,) Yang,) W.,) Tu,) L.C.,) and) Musser,) S.M.) (2008).) Single1molecule)measurements)of)importin)alpha/cargo)complex)dissociation)at)the)nuclear)pore.)P)Natl)Acad)Sci)USA!105,)861318618.)
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Sun,) H.,) Schlondorff,) J.,) Higgs,) H.N.,) and) Pollak,)M.R.) (2013).) Inverted) formin) 2)regulates) actin) dynamics) by) antagonizing) Rho/diaphanous1related) formin)signaling.)J)Am)Soc)Nephrol!24,)9171929.)Sun,) H.,) Schlondorff,) J.S.,) Brown,) E.J.,) Higgs,) H.N.,) and) Pollak,) M.R.) (2011).) Rho)activation)of)mDia)formins)is)modulated)by)an)interaction)with)inverted)formin)2)(INF2).)P)Natl)Acad)Sci)USA!108,)293312938.)Thastrup,) O.,) Cullen,) P.J.,) Drobak,) B.K.,) Hanley,) M.R.,) and) Dawson,) A.P.) (1990).)Thapsigargin,)a)tumor)promoter,)discharges)intracellular)Ca2+)stores)by)specific)inhibition)of)the)endoplasmic)reticulum)Ca2(+)1ATPase.)Proc)Natl)Acad)Sci)U)S)A!
87,)246612470.)Thurston,)S.F.,)Kulacz,)W.A.,)Shaikh,)S.,)Lee,) J.M.,)and)Copeland,) J.W.)(2012).)The)ability)to)induce)microtubule)acetylation)is)a)general)feature)of)formin)proteins.)Plos)One!7,)e48041.)Tominaga,)T.,)Sahai,)E.,)Chardin,)P.,)McCormick,)F.,)Courtneidge,)S.A.,)and)Alberts,)A.S.) (2000).) Diaphanous1related) formins) bridge) Rho) GTPase) and) Src) tyrosine)kinase)signaling.)Mol)Cell!5,)13125.)Toomre,)D.,)and)Bewersdorf,)J.)(2010).)A)new)wave)of)cellular)imaging.)Annu)Rev)Cell)Dev)Biol!26,)2851314.)Toyota,) K.,) Ogino,) D.,) Hayashi,) M.,) Taki,) M.,) Saito,) K.,) Abe,) A.,) Hashimoto,) T.,)Umetsu,) K.,) Tsukaguchi,) H.,) and) Hayasaka,) K.) (2013).) INF2) mutations) in)Charcot1Marie1Tooth) disease) complicated) with) focal) segmental)glomerulosclerosis.)Journal)of)the)peripheral)nervous)system):)JPNS!18,)97198.)Tzima,)E.,)Irani1Tehrani,)M.,)Kiosses,)W.B.,)Dejana,)E.,)Schultz,)D.A.,)Engelhardt,)B.,)Cao,)G.,)DeLisser,)H.,)and)Schwartz,)M.A.)(2005).)A)mechanosensory)complex)that)mediates)the)endothelial)cell)response)to)fluid)shear)stress.)Nature!437,)4261431.)Vartiainen,)M.K.,)Guettler,)S.,)Larijani,)B.,)and)Treisman,)R.)(2007).)Nuclear)actin)regulates)dynamic)subcellular)localization)and)activity)of)the)SRF)cofactor)MAL.)Science!316,)174911752.)Vedula,)S.R.,)Leong,)M.C.,)Lai,)T.L.,)Hersen,)P.,)Kabla,)A.J.,)Lim,)C.T.,)and)Ladoux,)B.)(2012).) Emerging) modes) of) collective) cell) migration) induced) by) geometrical)constraints.)Proc)Natl)Acad)Sci)U)S)A!109,)12974112979.)Wallar,) B.J.,) Deward,) A.D.,) Resau,) J.H.,) and) Alberts,) A.S.) (2007).) RhoB) and) the)mammalian)Diaphanous1related)formin)mDia2)in)endosome)trafficking.)Exp)Cell)Res!313,)5601571.)Walter)F.,)P.B.) (2003).)Medical)Physiology:)A)Cellular)And)Molecular)Approach.)
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Elsevier/Saunders!pp.!1,300!ISBN:!1<4160<2328<3.,)28.)Wang,)Y.,)Botvinick,)E.L.,)Zhao,)Y.,)Berns,)M.W.,)Usami,)S.,)Tsien,)R.Y.,)and)Chien,)S.)(2005a).)Visualizing)the)mechanical)activation)of)Src.)Nature!434,)104011045.)Wang,) Y.,) Shibasaki,) F.,) and)Mizuno,) K.) (2005b).) Calcium) signal1induced) cofilin)dephosphorylation) is) mediated) by) Slingshot) via) calcineurin.) J) Biol) Chem! 280,)12683112689.)Watanabe,) N.,) Kato,) T.,) Fujita,) A.,) Ishizaki,) T.,) and) Narumiya,) S.) (1999).)Cooperation)between)mDia1)and)ROCK)in)Rho1induced)actin)reorganization.)Nat)Cell)Biol!1,)1361143.)Watanabe,) S.,) Ando,) Y.,) Yasuda,) S.,) Hosoya,) H.,) Watanabe,) N.,) Ishizaki,) T.,) and)Narumiya,)S.)(2008).)mDia2)induces)the)actin)scaffold)for)the)contractile)ring)and)stabilizes) its) position) during) cytokinesis) in) NIH) 3T3) cells.) Mol) Biol) Cell! 19,)232812338.)Watanabe,)S.,)Okawa,)K.,)Miki,)T.,)Sakamoto,)S.,)Morinaga,)T.,)Segawa,)K.,)Arakawa,)T.,)Kinoshita,)M.,)Ishizaki,)T.,)and)Narumiya,)S.)(2010).)Rho)and)anillin1dependent)control) of) mDia2) localization) and) function) in) cytokinesis.) Mol) Biol) Cell! 21,)319313204.)Wear,)M.A.,)Schafer,)D.A.,)and)Cooper,)J.A.)(2000).)Actin)dynamics:)assembly)and)disassembly)of)actin)networks.)Curr)Biol!10,)R8911895.)Weiss,) M.,) Elsner,) M.,) Kartberg,) F.,) and) Nilsson,) T.) (2004).) Anomalous)subdiffusion)is)a)measure)for)cytoplasmic)crowding)in)living)cells.)Biophys)J!87,)351813524.)Wente,) S.R.,) and) Rout,) M.P.) (2010).) The) nuclear) pore) complex) and) nuclear)transport.)Cold)Spring)Harb)Perspect)Biol!2,)a000562.)Woo,) S.H.,) Ranade,) S.,) Weyer,) A.D.,) Dubin,) A.E.,) Baba,) Y.,) Qiu,) Z.,) Petrus,) M.,)Miyamoto,) T.,) Reddy,) K.,) Lumpkin,) E.A.,! et! al.) (2014).) Piezo2) is) required) for)Merkel1cell)mechanotransduction.)Nature!509,)6221626.)Woychik,) R.P.,)Maas,) R.L.,) Zeller,) R.,) Vogt,) T.F.,) and) Leder,) P.) (1990).) Formins) 1)Proteins)Deduced)from)the)Alternative)Transcripts)of)the)Limb)Deformity)Gene.)Nature!346,)8501853.)Woychik,)R.P.,)Stewart,)T.A.,)Davis,)L.G.,)D'Eustachio,)P.,)and)Leder,)P.)(1985).)An)inherited) limb) deformity) created) by) insertional) mutagenesis) in) a) transgenic)mouse.)Nature!318,)36140.)Wu,) M.,) Wu,) X.,) and) De) Camilli,) P.) (2013).) Calcium) oscillations1coupled)
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conversion)of)actin)travelling)waves)to)standing)oscillations.)Proc)Natl)Acad)Sci)U)S)A!110,)133911344.)Wulf,) E.,) Deboben,) A.,) Bautz,) F.A.,) Faulstich,) H.,) and) Wieland,) T.) (1979).)Fluorescent) phallotoxin,) a) tool) for) the) visualization) of) cellular) actin.) Proc) Natl)Acad)Sci)U)S)A!76,)449814502.)Xu,)J.,)Casella,)J.F.,)and)Pollard,)T.D.)(1999).)Effect)of)capping)protein,)CapZ,)on)the)length)of)actin) filaments)and)mechanical)properties)of)actin) filament)networks.)Cell)Motil)Cytoskeleton!42,)73181.)Xu,)Y.,)Moseley,)J.B.,)Sagot,)I.,)Poy,)F.,)Pellman,)D.,)Goode,)B.L.,)and)Eck,)M.J.)(2004).)Crystal) structures) of) a) Formin) Homology12) domain) reveal) a) tethered) dimer)architecture.)Cell!116,)7111723.)Xue,)B.,) and)Robinson,)R.C.) (2013).)Guardians) of) the) actin)monomer.) Eur) J) Cell)Biol!92,)3161332.)Yang,)C.,)Czech,)L.,)Gerboth,)S.,)Kojima,)S.,)Scita,)G.,)and)Svitkina,)T.)(2007).)Novel)roles) of) formin)mDia2) in) lamellipodia) and) filopodia) formation) in) motile) cells.)PLoS)Biol!5,)e317.)Yang,)W.,)and)Musser,)S.M.)(2006).)Nuclear)import)time)and)transport)efficiency)depend)on)importin)beta)concentration.)J)Cell)Biol!174,)9511961.)Yasuda,) S.,) Oceguera1Yanez,) F.,) Kato,) T.,) Okamoto,)M.,) Yonemura,) S.,) Terada,) Y.,)Ishizaki,) T.,) and) Narumiya,) S.) (2004).) Cdc42) and) mDia3) regulate) microtubule)attachment)to)kinetochores.)Nature!428,)7671771.)Yin,) H.L.,) and) Stossel,) T.P.) (1979).) Control) of) cytoplasmic) actin) gel1sol)transformation)by)gelsolin,)a)calcium1dependent)regulatory)protein.)Nature!281,)5831586.)Yip,)A.K.,)Iwasaki,)K.,)Ursekar,)C.,)Machiyama,)H.,)Saxena,)M.,)Chen,)H.,)Harada,)I.,)Chiam,) K.H.,) and) Sawada,) Y.) (2013).) Cellular) response) to) substrate) rigidity) is)governed)by)either)stress)or)strain.)Biophys)J!104,)19129.)Yoshigi,) M.,) Hoffman,) L.M.,) Jensen,) C.C.,) Yost,) H.J.,) and) Beckerle,) M.C.) (2005).)Mechanical) force) mobilizes) zyxin) from) focal) adhesions) to) actin) filaments) and)regulates)cytoskeletal)reinforcement.)J)Cell)Biol!171,)2091215.)Young,) K.G.,) and) Copeland,) J.W.) (2010).) Formins) in) cell) signaling.) Biochim)Biophys)Acta!1803,)1831190.)Young,) K.G.,) Thurston,) S.F.,) Copeland,) S.,) Smallwood,) C.,) and) Copeland,) J.W.)(2008).) INF1) is) a) novel) microtubule1associated) formin.) Mol) Biol) Cell! 19,)
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516815180.)Zaidel1Bar,) R.,) Kam,) Z.,) and) Geiger,) B.) (2005).) Polarized) downregulation) of) the)paxillin1p130CAS1Rac1) pathway) induced) by) shear) flow.) J) Cell) Sci! 118,)399714007.)Zhang,) S.,) Cheng,) J.,) and) Qin,) Y.X.) (2012).) Mechanobiological) modulation) of)cytoskeleton) and) calcium) influx) in) osteoblastic) cells) by) short1term) focused)acoustic)radiation)force.)Plos)One!7,)e38343.)Zhen,) Y.Y.,) Libotte,) T.,) Munck,) M.,) Noegel,) A.A.,) and) Korenbaum,) E.) (2002).)NUANCE,)a)giant)protein)connecting)the)nucleus)and)actin)cytoskeleton.)J)Cell)Sci!
115,)320713222.)Zilberman,)Y.,)Alieva,)N.O.,)Miserey1Lenkei,)S.,)Lichtenstein,)A.,)Kam,)Z.,)Sabanay,)H.,) and) Bershadsky,) A.) (2011).) Involvement) of) the) Rho1mDia1) pathway) in) the)regulation) of) Golgi) complex) architecture) and) dynamics.) Mol) Biol) Cell! 22,)290012911.)
 
